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Abstract
Red alder (Alnus rubra Bong.) is the dominant hardwood tree species in the
Pacific Northwest. Red alders are only found in western North America, generally within
200 km of the coast and below 1000 m in elevation–although there are several disjunct
populations in the northern Rocky Mountains in Idaho. Commonly a riparian species, the
shade intolerant red alder generates most of the leaf litter in the streams and rivers it
occupies which has been shown to greatly influence the decomposer communities. This,
in turn, has a cascading effect throughout the entire riparian ecosystem greatly
influencing multiple levels of the food chain. Red alders also aid in stream cooling by
shading areas with its canopy which has been shown to reduce diel temperature swings.
This reduction improves survivability in ecologically and economically important
salmonid fish species (e.g. Coho Salmon, Rainbow Trout) in which the fry require cool
freshwater streams and rivers for juvenile growth and development. When not occupying
riparian habitat, red alder is a pioneer species that is well suited to occupy recently
disturbed areas (e.g. timber harvesting, fire damage), or areas with poor soil conditions
where essential nutrients may be limited. The success of red alder as an early
successional species is facilitated by the symbiotic relationship it forms with the N2fixing actinorhizal bacteria Frankia alni. In this mutualism, Frankia bacteria fix nitrogen
for red alder and in return they receive photosynthetic products produced by their
symbiotic host. The process of bacterial nitrogen-fixation can be very expensive for the
host plant since as much as 40% of all photoassimilates produced are funneled to the
Frankia symbionts for this process. Red alders usually associate with specific strains of
i

Frankia–which exhibit low diversity over large special scales–with the choice being
controlled primarily by the host. Resultantly, alders are able to improve soil conditions
which has been shown to improve growth and success of other valuable tree species in
the Pacific Northwest (e.g. Douglas fir, big leaf maple). Initially considered a nuisance
weed or a pest species by local logging operations due to the enumerable red alder
seedlings that occupy freshly logged areas, red alder has become one of the most
commercially valuable species in the Pacific Northwest. The quick growth, short lifespan
(< 100 years), and beautiful red tinted wood–paired with red alder’s ability to fix nitrogen
thereby eliminating the need for chemical fertilizers–has made red alder one of the most
commercially valuable species in the Pacific Northwest with plantations in several states,
and up into Canada as well.
Despite the invaluable ecosystem services and the high commercial value of red
alder, very little is known about their genetics. In particular, studies utilizing next
generation sequencing (NGS) technology are lacking. To help narrow the knowledge gap
in red alder genetics I used a high-density single nucleotide polymorphism profile
generated by genotype by sequencing to help fill in the gaps of knowledge in
phylogeography and local adaptation to environmental conditions, and selection of
specific Frankia strains as well. I use a suite of relatively recently developed
bioinformatics programs to look for population structure in red alder, and then utilize
these data to calculate dispersal dates into the disjunct populations in Idaho. I was able to
identify four sub-populations of red alder (2 coastal, 2 inland), and five separate dates at
which I estimate red alder was able to disperse into the inland range. This helped clear up
ii

ambiguities in the timing and number of times that red alder was able to disperse into the
inland disjunct populations.
A combination of microscopy and statistical analysis was then used to look for
polyploidy in red alder, and determine if polyploidy is common in the species. Diploid
and tetraploid cytotypes were identified, and the distribution throughout the range was
relatively even. Finally, the disjunct populations encounter different abiotic conditions
than those on the coast. This, as well as the lack of regular gene flow into the disjunct
inland populations provide a good system for studying local adaptation via association
studies in red alder. I also utilized association studies to look for markers involved in
Frankia selection as well. I identified five marker SNPs as candidate loci for local
adaptation to environmental variables. I was also able to identify two marker SNPs as
candidate loci for selection of specific Frankia genotypes by the novel approach of using
the Frankia genotype as a red alder phenotype in a genome wide association study. This
finding has significant potential for future crop improvement approaches.
Future studies should look at the entire distribution of red alder including Canada,
California, and the rest of the disjunct populations in Idaho. It is likely that more subpopulations and many more dispersal events inland would be identified. Particularly, the
Frankia association study could be ran on thousands of SNPs in hundreds of individuals
covering the whole range of red alder’s distribution. If more detail could be elucidated on
the genetics involved in this selection process it may be possible to engineer common
crop species with the ability to form symbiotic associations to fix nitrogen for said crop
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species. This would eliminate the need for the addition of chemical fertilizers which have
been shown to have a devastating effect on freshwater ecosystems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Species frequently have broad geographic distributions over large distances with
members of the same species often occurring across major abiotic and geographic
barriers (e.g. rivers, mountain ranges). Explaining current distributions of taxa requires
knowledge of the biogeographical history of the taxa being investigated. For example,
when a past barrier was formed (e.g. uplift of the Cascade mountain range). It is
necessary to understand ancestral lineages on both sides of the barrier, and how dispersal
affected these lineages (see Rosen 1978, Avise et al. 1987). The ebb and flow of ice
sheets and glaciers during the Quaternary/Pleistocene was a significant factor in current
plant distributions in the PNW (Soltis et al. 1997; Soltis et al. 2006; Jaramillo-Correa et
al. 2009). The advance and retreat of these ice sheets lead to extirpations, reduced
population sizes of species, and forced species to survive in restricted glacial refugia
followed by mainly northward expansion as the glaciers retreated. This, in conjunction
with the uplift of the Cascades, is responsible for the disjunct nature currently seen in the
PNW (Jackson et al. 2000; Brunsfeld 2001). A disjunct distribution is when one or more
groups of a species are separated geographically and no longer experience gene flow.
Disjunct distributions can be multicausal and can result from both expansion and
contraction of the host range (Tallis 1991). Two main hypotheses, the ancient vicariance
(AV), and recent dispersal (RD) have been suggested to explain the current patterns
observed in this disjunction (Brunsfeld et al. 2001). First, AV suggests that inland and
coastal populations were separated ~2.5 mya when the Cascade mountain range uplifted.
The resulting rain shadow eliminated suitable habitat allowing for separated populations
1

to evolve independently form each other. In this scenario, the populations on either side
of the barrier should have a high degree of genetic differentiation due to loss of gene
flow. Second, RD suggests that inland populations were extirpated by the uplift of the
Cascades, and current distributions can be explained by recolonization of as glaciers
began to retreat ~20 kya. Elucidation of the evolutionary and historical processes that
explain current distributions has been the key goal of phylogeography since the late
1990’s (Soltis et al. 1997; Mitton et al. 2000; Brunsfeld et al. 2001; Eckert et al. 2010;
Breen et al. 2012). The advent of next generation sequencing technologies (NGS) has
revolutionized how phylogeographic studies are conducted by allowing for the analysis
of multiple loci at a reduced cost (McCormack et al. 2013).
The identification of molecular markers has become both fast and cost-effective
with the advancement of NGS. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have become
the marker of choice due to their biallelic nature, heritability, and ubiquity (Verma et al.
2015). Specifically, genotype by sequencing (GBS; Elshire et al. 2011) has proven to be
an especially efficient strategy in SNP discovery in plants (Bird et al. 2017; Chen et al.
2017; Ruffley et al. 2018; Bagley et al. 2020). SNPs identified by GBS allow for the
efficient analysis of potentially thousands on SNP’s making them useful in population
genetic studies looking at population structure (Siadjeu et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018;
Pereira-Dias et al. 2019), trait association (Sonah et al 2015; Huggins et al. 2019) and
phylogeography ( Ruffley et al. 2018; Bagley et al. 2020). The wide range of uses for
SNP’s identified by GBS would not be possible if not for the development of adequate
bioinformatic tools for any given analysis. Advances in bioinformatics have produced
2

programs that use SNPs to assess population structure (STRUCTURE; Pritchard et al.
2000; ADMIXTURE; Alexander & Lange 2000), make common population genetics
calculations (Genalex; Peakall & Smouse 2006, Adgenet; Jombart 2008), perform whole
genome association studies and linkage mapping (TASSEL; Bradbury et al. 2007),
associate SNPs with environmental variables (Bayescenv; Villemereuil & Gaggiotti
2015), and asses variation in ploidy levels (gbs2ploidy; Gompert & Mock 2017,
Ploidyngs; dos Santos et al. 2016).
Red alder is the most common hardwood tree species in the Pacific Northwest. It
is a monecious dicot that acts as a pioneer species characterized by shade intolerance,
rapid juvenile growth, tolerance of wet conditions and riparian systems, and the ability to
form a symbiotic relationship with the N2-fixing Actinorhizal Frankia bacteria. Red
alders grow rapidly eventually reaching heights of up to 40 m. They have been shown to
grow more than a meter in the first year and can reach 3 meters a in 2-5-year-old plants
(Harrington & Curtis 1986). Growth slows after the juvenile stage and alders mature at
60-70 years of age with the maximum age usually being about 100yrs (Worthington et al.
1962). Red alders are adept at growing in recently disturbed areas and often regenerate
after burning. For decades red alder was considered a pest species due to low economic
value, however the red alder has become the major hardwood species in the PNW and
now its value is above that of even the Douglas fir. Red alder is commonly a lowland
species with a range from southeastern Alaska to southern California. It is generally
found below 750m (best below 350m) in elevation and within 200 km of the Pacific
coast–although there are the disjunct populations in northern Idaho (Figure 1.1). Red
3

alder grows in wet and humid environments with annual precipitation ranges from 4005600mm with most of the precipitation occurring in the winter months. Red alder can
also tolerate a large range of temperatures from -30°C in Alaska and Idaho, to 46°C in
parts of southern California. The ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen allows red alder to
grow in poor soil conditions and soil moisture during the growing season appears to be
one of the main conditions that influence where alder grows (Harrington 1994). Red alder
can tolerate poor drainage and mild flooding making it a common species in swamps,
marshes, or riparian systems. Generally, it does not grow in areas
where drought is common and in Idaho and southern California it seldom grows on south
facing slopes and is usually confined to riparian systems or the borders of lakes. Pure
alder stands are usually confined to riparian systems or disturbed areas with poor soils.
Mixed stands are common with the alder frequently associated with Douglas fir, grand
fir, western red cedar, and big leaf maple to name a few.
Red alders can reach sexual maturity in as few as 3 years (Stettler 1978). They are
monecious in which both male and female catkins form on the previous years’ twigs
(Hitchcock et al. 1964). Pollen is small and produced in abundance with flowering
usually occurring in early spring with peak pollen shedding usually preceding peak
receptivity by a few days, however synchrony of shedding and receptivity has been found
in some trees (Bormann 1985). Red alder is generally an outcrossing species but some
self-pollination occurs (Stettler 1978). Seeds are winged nutlets, small, and are formed in
pairs on the bracts of woody strobili that is small and cone-like (Schopmeyer 1974).

4

Seeds lack endosperm and contain two small cotyledons (Brown 1986). Red alders are

Figure 1.1. Map of Red Alder Distribution in the Pacific Northwest. Green shading indicated red alder
distributions throughout the Pacific Northwest, southern Canada, and northern California.
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prolific seed producers but seed production varies substantially from year to year and
even tree to tree. For example, McGee (1988) found that whole stand seed production can
increase as much as seven times from a bad year to a good year, and Brown (1985)
reported a an in-stand variation of 0 seeds produced for some trees to 5.4 million seeds
produced for others. Patterns of seed dispersal are not well documented however what
little information that does exist suggests a similar pattern of dispersal to other members
of Betulaceae (Zasada et al. 1991). Once catkins are mature, dispersal appears to be
determined by dry weather conditions. Arid conditions dry the catkins which opens the
scales and allows seeds to be disseminated by wind. The small, light nature (800-3000/g)
of red alder seeds allows for efficient wind dispersal over long distances. Wind dispersal
is the primary method for seed dissemination in red alder, however water dispersal has
been shown (Brown 1986). Red alder seeds have been shown to be an important food
source for some birds (White & West 1977). Birds can be passive or active seed
dispersers by either disrupting catkins within the trees or by direct ingestion.
Red alder seeds germinate with little to no dormancy beginning in late February
and is completed by mid-April in freshly disturbed areas (Haeussler & Tappeiner 1993).
Despite the red alder being a prolific seed producer, there is no guarantee seeds will
germinate or that seedlings will survive to the end of the growing season. For example,
Harrington (1994) mentions an experiment where 1000-1500 seeds/m2 were sowed in
consecutive years and failed to produce a single seedling that survived to the end of the
growing season. Seedling emergence is dependent on the type of site in which the seeds
fall. For example, seedling emergence was twice as likely to occur in freshly disturbed
6

sites when compared to forested sites (Haeussler 1987). Seedling mortality was more
prominent in forests where they were subject to damage by fungi and other pathogens
that are not present in recently disturbed areas–seed mortality was also more pronounced
in forested areas. As much as 60% of seeds deposited in forests are destroyed by soil
organisms (Haeussler 1987).
Despite being an important pioneer species with high commercial value, very
little is known about the genetics of red alder. Multiple studies have generated phenotypic
data (Harrington 2006; Ballhorn 2017), however corresponding genotypic information is
lacking (Harrington 2006). No varieties have been identified, however three possible
subpopulations have been suggested based on morphological observations of herbarium
specimens (Furlow 1979). At least four studies have looked at the history and distribution
of red alder using genetic data (Strenge 1994; Soltis et al. 1997; Brumble 2008; Ruffley
et al. 2017;). Three of the studies (Strenge 1994; Soltis et al. 1997; Brumble 2008;), used
simple chloroplast markers and none of them were able to identify structure in genomic
DNA despite evidence for distinct northern and southern genotypes being found. A fourth
study (Ruffley et al. 2018) attempted to find genomic markers expand on the previous
cpDNA findings using next generation sequencing (NGS) on herbarium specimens.
Specifically, double digest restriction-site associated DNA sequencing (ddRAD) for SNP
discovery to try and improve the quality and quantity of genetic data. The SNP data
supported population structuring between the coastal and inland sites, unfortunately, a
small sample size (49), as well as the decision to use plants from an herbarium collection
greatly reduced the quality of genetic data. For example, only 648 usable SNPs were
7

identified, which is only a fraction of the nearly 6000 that they were expecting. Even
though the number of SNP’s identified was an order of magnitude less than expected, the
authors were still able to obtain enough SNPs to test various scenarios pertaining to the
current red alder distributions. Their results did not find the north/south sub-populations
that were identified through cpDNA in the other studies, but they did find structuring
between the inland and coastal alders. Interestingly, their results did not back either the
AV or RD hypotheses either but rather a combination of AV with multiple migration
events into the NRM.
The genus Alnus in general exhibits high variation in ploidy (Heuvel, 2011).
Alnus chromosome number counts have yielded 2n=14, 28, 42, 56, 70, 84, and 112
(Furlow 1979; Oginuma et al. 2000; Heuvel 2011) with most species in the genus being
tetraploid (Furlow 1979; Oginuma et al. 2000). Alnus glutinosa, A. incana, and A. viridis
have been shown to have a base chromosome number of x=14 (Kovanda 1984; Furlow
1990) – which is typically considered the base chromosome number in Alnus (Furlow
1990). However, A. pendula, A. senlatoides, A. japonica, and A. sieboidinna were found
to have a base chromosome count of x=7 (Oginuma et al. 2000). Thus, members of the
genus with 28 chromosomes are frequently considered either diploid or tetraploid
depending on the source (Furlow 1990). Red alder has a diploid chromosome count of
2n=14 (Wetzel 1929) placing it in the x=7 category. There is debate on the importance
and role of polyploidy in speciation processes with many considering it an evolutionary
dead end (see Soltis et al. 2014 for a review) – however polyploidization is common in
plants and it is generally believed to have occurred at least one time in nearly all
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angiosperm species (Jiao et al. 2011) suggesting polyploidy is likely a major driver in the
evolution of plants (Adams & Wendel 2005; Chen 2007; Soltis et al. 2010). For example,
it is estimated that 15% of all angiosperm speciation events have corresponded to an
increase in ploidy, however benefits derived from the increase in ploidy are difficult to
determine (Soltis et al. 2014). Polyploidy has also been an integral aspect in the
domestication and proliferation of important crop species (Dubcovsky & Dvorak 2007).
Despite the interest of polyploidy in both natural and commercial settings, many
questions remain about how variation in ploidy affects the ecology and evolution of
terrestrial plants (Soltis et al. 2010; Soltis et al. 2014)
The disjunct nature of plant distributions in many PNW species prevents regular
gene flow into the NRM. Red alders in the NRM encounter different climatic conditions
(e.g. temperature, temperature variation, precipitation) than those with coastal
distributions. For example, temperature variation in coastal climates is generally between
10-15 oC where inland climates can vary as much as 40° C. Coastal climates also tend to
have wet winters and dry summers while inland climates tend to have humid summers
and dryer winters. The lack of gene flow and the difference in abiotic conditions between
the coast and the NRM makes the red alder ideal for studying local adaptation.
Understanding how a species responds to environmental changes is becoming more
important as we face an unprecedented rate of the increase in global temperature. This is
particularly important in plants because of their sessile nature (Alberto et al. 2013).
Positive selection of traits beneficial for surviving in changing conditions is the primary
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adaptive force driving plant evolution (Bose & Bartholomew 2013) and identification of
these alleles is key to understanding adaptive evolution in plants.
The primary focus of this dissertation is using NGS to help elucidate the genetics
involved in phylogeography, population genetics, polyploidy, and local adaptation of red
alder, however it is impossible to talk about alders without also considering its N-fixing
symbiotic partner Frankia. Red alders are typically colonized by specific Frankia strains
(Lipus & Kennedy 2011), and the manner and specificity of this association is determined
by the host plant (Pawlowsky & Demchenko 2012). In the PNW, alder-associated
Frankia have been shown to exhibit low diversity over large spatial scales with as few as
two genotypes constituting 96% of all identified samples (Kennedy et al. 2010a;
Kennedy et al. 2010b). The low diversity of Frankia is not limited to the Pacific
Northwest. For example, very little variation between Frankia populations was found on
three mountain peaks in Arizona despite large spatial separation (Welsh et al. 2009).
Since the discovery that root nodules provide an avenue for nitrogen fixation in legumes
in the late 19th century, researchers have questioned why some plants can form these
associations while others cannot, and whether or not this could be utilized in other plant
systems (see Huisman & Geurts 2020 for a review). As NGS technologies have become
more common we have increased our knowledge into the cellular and genetic processes
involved in root nodule symbioses identifying several genes involved in nodule formation
and the infection process. Despite many recent advances, the ability to engineer nitrogenfixing nodulation ability in crop plants has yet to be achieved (Huisman & Geurts 2020).

10

For this dissertation my focus on Frankia is limited to their diversity, and whether or not
markers in red alder can be identified that associate with their selection.
In this manuscript I use GBS to identify SNPs in 96 red alders sampled in 10 sites
throughout the PNW (Figure 1.2). I use the bioinfomatic pipeline GBS-SNP-CROP
(Melo et al. 2016) to identify SNPs from my sequencing results and create a high-density
SNP profile for analysis. I then use a series of bioinformatics tools and statistical models
to explore phylogeography, population genetics, polyploidy, and local adaptation in red
alder.

Figure 1.2. Map of Sampling Locations in the PNW. Map showing 10 red alder sampling sites in the
Pacific Northwest.
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In chapter 2 I use the high-density SNP profile called from GBS-SNP-CROP to
look at population structure and test whether the alders’ current distribution in the NRM
is from AV or RD. I also use florescent microscopy on a subset of the 96 trees to identify
polyploidy for the first time in red alder. I use DAPC and the program STRUCTURE to
look for any population structuring in red alder of the PNW. Population structure refers to
the patterns in genetic variation that result from the past or present departure from
panmixia of a population. Understanding population structure can reveal when migration
regimes changed in natural populations and identify areas of genetic diversity and
characterizing the structure of current populations is key to conservation genetics. Both
DAPC and STRUCTURE were chosen because they have been shown to be robust in
handling mixed ploidy data. Population genetics calculations are also calculated in the
program Genalex. The Bayesian program BEAST was used to make a timed phylogeny
of red alder to help determine if there is evidence for AV or RD. Next I use SNP
frequencies in the program gbs2ploidy to estimate the ploidy and look for patterns of
ploidy distribution in of all of the 96 trees sampled. Identification of ploidy variation is
important for bioinformatics and statistical programs that are required in this and the
subsequent chapters. Likewise, correct ploidy information is crucial for crop
improvement and selective breeding strategies. With the increase in use of red alder as a
crop species and in urban restoration projects, the data collected on ploidy can also
benefit policy decisions and future restoration projects. Specifically, I have four primary
goals in this chapter. 1) Identify red alder population structure using SNP’s within the
PNW. 2) Use this data to test whether ancient vicariance occurred in the red alder, or if
12

current distributions are the result of recent dispersal in the area. 3) Identify polyploidy in
red alder. 4) If polyploidy is found, determine if it is common.
In chapter 3, to test for local adaptation, a total of 19 environmental variables
covering a 30-year period were downloaded from ClimateWNA (Wang et al. 2012). I use
the program BAYESCENV (Villemereuil & Gaggiotti, 2015) and a latent factor mixed
model (LFMM; Frichot et al. 2013) to identify outlier SNPs that associate with
environmental variables. To look for SNPs that associate with Frankia genotype, I use
two different GWAS models (GLM, MLM) to identify SNPs associated with Frankia
genotypes. Frankia associated with the alders were genotyped by amplifying the nifH
gene with PCR. Sequences were aligned in MEGA, and a 97% similarity was selected as
the threshold for genotype identification. The resulting Frankia genotype was input as a
red alder phenotype in the GWAS models. Bonferroni corrections and false discovery
rate (FDR) were calculated and applied to outlier SNPs and only SNPs with significant p
values that fit within the Bonferroni and PDR thresholds were kept for sequence
identification. Because there is no reference genome for red alder, for SNPs found to be
associated with Frankia genotype or environmental variables I use methods proposed by
Otto et al. (2017) for sequence identification. This method aligns the sequence
surrounding the SNP in Blast against the NCBI plant genomes nucleotide collection of
flowering plants. Also, Blastn is used against Alnus glutinosa the only member of the
genus with a sequenced genome. These data were utilized for three primary goals in this
chapter: 1) Identify candidate loci involved in local adaptations to environmental
conditions in red alder. 2) Identify Frankia genotypes to be used and phenotypes in our
GWAS analysis. 3) Identify candidate loci involved in the selection of specific Frankia
13

genotypes. In chapter 4 I tie all of the previous chapters together and make closing
remarks.
Very little is known about red alder on a genomic level. The phylogeography of
red alder is important in understanding how the species responded to past environmental
conditions and how it may respond in the future as the current climate continues to
change. This, as well as information on ploidy level and genetic diversity can help
develop more informed future restoration and conservation policy decisions.
Identification of alleles under selection in locally adapted populations, as well as any
markers involved in the selection of Frankia strains will not only increase our overall
understanding of these processes in red alder, but for plants on general. The benefits of
the knowledge gained can also aid in targeted breeding and trait selection in red alder as a
crop species. The identification of markers involved in the selection of Frankia is of
particular interest. If the genetic nature of how alders select for specific Frankia
genotypes can be identified, it is possible that this can be engineered in other plants.
Accomplishment of this could reduce the reliance on chemical fertilizers in modern
crops. This reduction would help reduce the problems with nutrient loading currently
found in many freshwater systems.
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Chapter 2
Population Structure, Ancient Vicariance and Polyploidy in Red Alder

Abstract: Red alder (Alnus rubra Bong.) is the most common hardwood tree
species in the Pacific Northwest. Commonly a riparian species, the shade intolerant red
alder generates most of the leaf litter in the streams and rivers it occupies which has been
shown to greatly influence the decomposer communities. This, in turn, has a cascading
effect throughout the entire riparian ecosystem greatly influencing multiple levels of the
food chain. When not occupying riparian habitat, red alder is a pioneer species that is
well suited to occupy recently disturbed areas (e.g. timber harvesting, fire damage), or
areas with poor soil conditions where essential nutrients may be limited. Red alder is able
to do this because the symbiotic relationship it forms with the N-fixing Actinorhizal
bacteria Frankia alni. Frankia fix nitrogen for red alder and in return they receive
photosynthetic products produced by their symbiotic host. Red alders usually associate
with specific strains of Frankia–which exhibit low diversity over large special scales–
with the choice being controlled primarily by the host. Despite the invaluable ecosystem
services and the high commercial value of red alder, very little is known about their
genetics including limited information on ploidy. To help narrow the knowledge gap in
red alder genetics we used a high-density single nucleotide polymorphism profile
generated by genotype by sequencing to help fill in the gaps of knowledge in the
population genetics and phylogeography of red alder. We use a suite of relatively recently
developed bioinformatics programs to look for population structure in red alder, and then
utilize these data to calculate dispersal dates into the disjunct populations in Idaho. A
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combination of microscopy and statistical analysis was then used to look for polyploidy
in red alder, and determine if polyploidy is common in the species. we were able to
identify four sub-populations of red alder (2 coastal, 2 inland), and five separate dates in
which we estimate red alder was able to disperse into the inland range. Diploid and
tetraploid cytotypes were identified, and the distribution throughout the range was
relatively even.
Introduction
Numerous plant species have widely distributed populations across large portions
of the North American continent (Iverson et al. 2008). These species often occur over
significant geological barriers (e.g. rivers, canyons, or mountain ranges) may encounter
drastically different abiotic conditions such as precipitation gradients and variation in soil
conditions (Avise et al. 1987). Phylogeography attempts to elucidate the past processes
involved in shaping the current distributions of organisms and therefore increase our
understanding about the species as a whole. In the history of the Pacific Northwest
(PNW) of the United States two major events have been proposed to have shaped current
species distributions. First, the uplift of the Cascade mountain range 2.5-5mya created a
roughly 300km wide rain shadow in eastern Washington and Oregon which lead to xeric
soil conditions and forced temperate forest species to either survive in suitable habitat to
the west of the Cascades, or in a few isolated refugia in the Northern Rocky Mountain
(NRM) range. Second, Quaternary/Pleistocene glaciation driven by 100,000 ky cycles of
wobble in the Earth’s orbit (Milanovitch cycles) which, in turn, further reduced the
available habitat for temperate forest trees by burying as much as half of the PNW under
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the cordilleran and alpine ice sheets (Delcourt & Delcourt 1993). During this time in
western North America, most biota were forced to migrate to warmer areas in southern
California (Roberts & Hamann 2015), or into other restricted glacial refugia (Peilou
1991; Roberts & Hamann 2015). Interestingly on the PNW coast, wet conditions likely
prevailed even during peak glaciation allowing for conditions suitable for forest trees to
survive (Heusser 1985; Ruffley et al. 2018). This suggests that the Olympic Peninsula, as
well as the Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands likely represented a large refugium
for temperate forest species to have persisted during glacial maximums (Roberts &
Hamann 2015).
Most of the phylogeographic studies conducted so far have focused on animal
species (see Avise 2000 for review), however the disjunct nature of the PNW has made
this region a prime candidate for phylogeographical studies in plants (Carstens et al.
2004; Steele et al. 2005; Ruffley et al. 2018). At least 60 species of coastal plants
(Brunsfeld 2001), as well as numerous fungi and animal species exist in the NRM
(Johnson 1987) and are separated suitable habitat from the arid conditions of the eastern
Washington and Oregon. Brunsfeld et al. (2001) proposed two main hypotheses to
explain the presence of coastal species in the NRM. First, the ancient vicariance
hypothesis (AV), explains cryptic divergence (i.e. divergence before the Pleistocene)
seen across the Cascades disjunction. The AV hypothesis suggests that temperate coastal
species had continuous distributions all the way through to the inland forests of the NRM.
The uplift of the Cascades isolated the inland from the coastal populations restricting
gene flow between the two areas. Throughout the Quaternary the NRM acted as its own
glacial refugia from the advancing ice sheets allowing the populations to survive there
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and evolve separately for the last 2.5-5my. Because of the extended time with no gene
flow there should be evidence of cryptic diversity and possibly allopatric speciation. If
this is the case, the inland and coastal populations would show evidence of genetic
differentiation and population structuring. The second hypothesis, inland/recent dispersal
(RD), suggests that the uplift of the Cascade mountain range extirpated the inland
populations, and the current distributions are due to dispersal and recolonization as the
glaciers retreated after the last glacial maximum (LGM) about 20 kya (Brunsfeld et al.
2001). If is the case, little time would have passed since colonization and there should be
limited genetic differentiation between the isolated NRM and the inland populations.
Interestingly, evidence exists for both hypothesis and it is species dependent (Brunsfeld
et al. 2001, Ruffley et al. 2018).
One of the plant species that occurs in predominantly coastal habitats but also in
isolated populations in the NRM is red alder (Alnus rubra Bong). Today, red alder is the
dominant hardwood tree species in the PNW. It is a shade-intolerant, relatively shortlived (< 100 years) pioneer species that is common in riparian systems and in recently
disturbed areas. The ability for red alder to form a symbiotic relationship with the N2fixing actinorhizal Frankia bacteria allows it to grow in and improve poor and degraded
soils (Harrington 1994). Due to its quick growth and use of alder wood in furniture and
other commercial products, red alder has become one of the most commercially valuable
tree species in the PNW (Xie 2008). Red alder is commonly a lowland species with a
current range from southeastern Alaska to southern California (Harrington 1994). It is
generally found below 750m (mostly below 350m) in elevation and within 200 km of the
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Pacific coast–although there are small disjunct populations in northern Idaho which are
separated by arid conditions not suitable for temperate tree species (Figure 1.1).
Several studies have used genetic data to elucidate how red alder became
established in the NRM. Strenge (1994), and Brumble (2008) both used cpDNA and their
results suggest a recent dispersal of red alder into the inland NRM range. This is in
concordance with a statistical model developed to infer the existence of ancient
vicariance in the region (Espindola et al. 2016) which predicted with over 98% certainty
that no vicariance should exist in red alder. Using cpDNA, Strenge (1994) identified a
northern and southern genotype in the coastal populations with an area of mixed
genotypes near the Oregon/Washington border, however the pattern has not been shown
in somatic DNA, and no population structure was identified. Red alders in the NRM
consisted of the southern coastal genotype (Strenge 1994; Brumble 2008) which suggests
a recent dispersal by a southern route (Brunsfeld et al. 2001). In both Strenge (1994), and
Brumble (2008), cpDNA was used and no similar patterns were found in genomic DNA
which raised the possibility that these inferences were being driven by a single
polymorphism (Ruffley et al. 2018). To circumvent this problem Ruffley et al. (2018)
used ddRAD sequencing in hopes to generate thousands of SNPs to be used for analysis.
Their study found solid evidence of separate inland and coastal sub-populations and
suggested at least some recent gene flow between the NRM and coastal sites occurred as
well. No population structuring was identified in the coastal samples in this case either.
Unfortunately, Ruffley et al. (2018) chose to use relatively few (49) samples that were
prepared herbarium specimens to extract DNA from which only generated about 10% of
the SNPs they expected. However, even with the fewer than expected number of SNPs
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they were able to test different models on possible explanations for the patterns seen in
the Idaho population. Their results suggested that neither the AV or RD scenarios
explained the current distributions of the Idaho populations but rather it was a
combination of the two.
It is generally believed that all angiosperm species have had a genome duplication
event at some time in their history (Jiao et al. 2011). It has been suggested that
polyploidization can lead to instant speciation (Mayr 1963), and thus represents a
significant force in plant evolution (see Soltis & Soltis 2009 and Baduel et al. 2018 for
reviews). The frequency of polyploidy generally increases with latitude in the north of the
equator (Stebbins 1950; Johnson & Packer 1965). The insight that this pattern correlated
with glaciation and refugia restrictions rather than latitude was initially proposed by
Stebbins (1985). Many polyploid plants, and even a few known polyploid insects are
widespread in previously glaciated areas while diploids of the species are restricted to
areas in proximity to glacial refugia (Ehrendorfer 1980; Stebbins 1984). When the ice
sheets retreated at the end of the LGM, an enormous amount of newly available, highly
disturbed terrain became available for polyploids to colonize. Polyploidy can alter a
plants’ physical characteristics (e.g. seed and stomata size), increase abiotic stress
tolerance, and alter the ecology of the specific species in as little as one generation (Levin
2002) leading to individuals that can tolerate changing environmental conditions and
exploit new niches (Leitch & Leitch 2008). Resultantly, polyploids are generally assumed
to be more successful than diploids in stressful or recently disturbed environments
(Stebbins 1985; Otto & Whitton 2000). While polyploidy has been studied in wild plants
(Martínková et al. 2015; Mavrodiev et al. 2015), much of the knowledge we have of
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polyploidization comes from crop research (Renny-Byfield & Wendel 2014). The
identification of new genetic resources assists efforts to identify the molecular basis for
the observed variation in phenotypes, and aids in the identification of effective markerassisted breading strategies (Yoon et al. 2015). Having information on variation in ploidy
is necessary for these types of genetic assessments. For example, whole genome
duplications can increase heterozygosity, increase selfing, and increase genetic diversity
at the molecular and population levels (Soltis & Soltis 2000). Also, accurate allele
frequencies are often required in the calculation of many common population genetic
metrics (e.g. FST) including genetic diversity (HE).
The genus Alnus shows extensive polyploidy and exhibits high variation in
chromosome counts (Heuvel, 2011). Alnus glutinosa, A. incana, and A. viridis have been
shown to have a base chromosome number of x=14 (Kovanda 1984; Furlow 1990) –
which is typically considered the base chromosome number in Alnus (Furlow 1990).
However, A. pendula, A. senlatoides, A. japonica, and A. sieboidinna were found to
have a base chromosome count of x=7 (Oginuma et al. 2000). Red alder has a diploid
chromosome count of 2n=14 (Wetzel 1929) placing it in the x=7 category like A.
pendula, A. senlatoides, A. japonica., however polyploidy in red alder has yet to be
identified.
At this point, despite cpDNA analyses suggesting distinct northern and southern
genotypes, no somatic variation or population structure has been identified in the coastal
red alders, and studies on inland and coastal differentiation have given conflicting results.
We believe that our high-density SNP profile will allow us to identify structure related to
the coastal north/south genotype partitioning and help determine if the NRM are really
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uniformly distributed as suggested by Strenge (1994), or if there is discontinuity among
the coastal and inland sites as suggested by Ruffley et al. (2018). Our SNP profile should
also allow us to perform a rooted, time-measured phylogeny utilizing a Bayesian
framework. While these methods can be used for constructing phylogenies, it also
provides the framework for testing evolutionary hypotheses (Drummond et al. 2012) such
as AV and RD. By calculating dates of divergence of the inland and coastal alders, we
will estimate times of divergence and match them up to historical events such as warming
events or past glacial maximums. This will also allow us to determine if inland dispersal
events were common in the periods of warming between peak glaciation, or if the inland
dispersal since the LGM was a unique event. Finally, our SNP profile–supplemented by
microscopy–should also allow us to test for polyploidy using allelic ratios generated
during the SNP calling procedure.
This study had four main objectives. 1) Identify population structure in coastal
and inland red alders. 2) Use this data to test whether there is evidence of ancient
vicariance in the NRM. 3) Identify if polyploidy occurs in red alder and 4) If polyploidy
is found, identify if it is common, and look for any patterns in the distribution. The
gained knowledge from these objectives will aid in calculating common population
genetic metrics within the PNW and NRM allowing for the identification of areas of
genetic diversity and polyploid cytotypes which can be utilized to help clarify gaps in red
alder phylogeography, as well as providing useful information for timber crop
improvement and conservation efforts.
Materials and methods
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Study area and sampling design

A total of 96 red alders in 10 sampling areas were selected throughout Oregon,
Washington and Idaho (Figure 1.2) encompassing most of the range of red alder in the
PNW. In Idaho, the sampling was conducted in the Clearwater Natural Research Area
with special permission from the Idaho Forest Service. In order to compensate for
potential rare genotypes or missing data and to maximize SNP coverage we attempting to
collect ~10 alders per site (Bagley et al. 2020). However, red alder was difficult to find in
the DE site so only three trees were sampled in this area. The DE site is the most eastern
among the coastal sites and most of the habitat in this area that is suitable for red alder
was occupied by white alder (Alnus rhombifolia), possibly indicating the far eastern
range of red alder distribution. The PO site–located near Portland, Oregon– was also
underrepresented consisting of just two trees. Every other sampling location contained at
least eight. In order to decrease the chance of sampling closely related trees, alders
sampled were at least 100m apart. Fresh leaves and buds were collected and immediately
put on ice to be returned to the lab at Portland State University within 24 hours. Leaves
were then lyophilized and stored for later use for GBS.

DNA extraction and GBS library preparation

DNA was extracted from lyophilized leaf material using a modified CTAB
procedure (Tel-Zur et al. 1999). Briefly, ~20mg of dried leaf tissue was added to sterile
Eppendorf tubes. A tungsten bead was added to each tube and tissue was broken down in
two 1-minute cycles at 30 Hz on a Qiagen TissueLyser II. 400µl of CTAB buffer was
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added and the cycles were repeated at 20 Hz and then incubated at 65 °C for 1 hour.
Samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm and 140 µl of the CTAB buffer
was transferred to a new tube where it was mixed 1:1 with chloroform isoamyl alcohol.
Samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm and the aqueous supernatant was
removed and transferred to a new tube. Samples were then washed and resuspended
overnight twice with ethanol. Lastly, the samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000
rpm, the ethanol was removed and samples were dried for 10 minutes in a Thermo Savant
Speedvac SC210A and resuspended in TE buffer. Electrophoresis was performed on a
1% agarose gel to assess DNA quality, and DNA concentrations were determined using a
Invitrogen Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer. DNA concentrations were normalized before GBS
library preparation of the 96 multiplexed samples according to the GBS protocol
developed by Elshire et al. (2011). The 5 base pair single cutting restriction enzyme
ApeKI was chosen for paired-end sequencing to be conducted at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison Biotechnology facility using an Illumina HiSeq 3000 flowcell.

Sequence analysis and SNP filtering

The bioinformatics pipeline GBS-SNP-CROP (Melo et al. 2016) was used for
SNP processing. Briefly, paired end read files were matched according to their barcode
and maintained for further processing. Reads that were lacking an identified barcode
were discarded. Raw reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic v0.39 (Bolger et al. 2014).
The retained reads were then demultiplexed into separate FASTQ files for both forward
and reverse reads of each genotype. Paired-end reads were then merged into a single read
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using PEAR v0.9.11 (Zhang et al., 2014). Redundant reads were discarded using
VSEARCH v2.13.7 (Rognes et al. 2016). The centroids clustering algorithm was utilized
to stitch together the merged reads into a mock genome for reference and SNP alignment.
The BWA-mem algorithm (Li & Durbin, 2009) was used to align the reads, genotype-bygenotype, to the reference genome. SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) filtered the mapped reads,
and converted and indexed the files to the reference for each genotype. Lastly, the
SAMtools mpileup algorithm was used for identification of all potential SNPs based on
the individual alignments of each separately selected genotype. Files were then parsed so
only those data containing reads polymorphic to the reference sequence were retained
with alignment information for potential variants extracted and organized for downstream
processing. Initial filtering was conducted using the criteria suggested in the GBS-SNPCROP manual (Melo et al. 2016). and files were converted to TASSEL formatting for
more filtering. TASSEL v5.0 (Bradbury et al. 2007) was used to eliminate one of the
samples from the DE sampling site because of extensive missing sequencing data. Only
SNPs that were present in 90% of the samples were retained and all SNPs with an
MAF<0.01 were discarded. Paired-end sequencing yielded 357,322,720 raw reads
(178,661,360 for each paired-end) with an average GC content of 47.5%. Paired-end files
were scanned for identifying barcodes and the reads without the appropriate barcode
designation were discarded retaining ~90% of the raw reads. After final SNP calling and
filtering on the remaining 95 samples, 5,454 high quality SNPs were retained for analysis
of population structure and molecular variance.
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Population structure analysis

Population structure was assessed using a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo
model implemented in STRUCTURE v2.3.4 (Pritchard et al. 2000). STRUCTURE was
chosen because it has been shown to be robust enough to handle data of polyploid and
mixed ploidy SNP data (Merimans 2018). Three runs were conducted for each number
estimated population (k) 1-8 in both the admixture and no admixture models. Burn-in
time and replication number were set for 100,000 for each run. To determine the run with
the most likely k value, the output of the STRUCTURE runs was assessed using
CLUMPAK (Kopelman et al. 2015). To compliment STRUCTURE analysis, the
adegenet package (Jombart & Ahmed, 2011) in Rstudio v3.5.0 was used to asses
potential population clusters using discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC;
Jombart et al. 2010). Because DAPC is based on within-individual allele frequencies and
does not make assumptions about Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium or panmixia, it is easily
applied to polyploid and mixed ploidy data (Merimans 2018). DAPC initially transforms
data using Principal components analysis (PCA), then it uses the cross-validation method
to perform a discriminate analysis on the retained principal components. Based upon the
results of DAPC analysis, pairwise genetic differentiation among the subpopulations was
estimated with FST. Expected heterozygosity (HE), observed heterozygosity (HO), and
analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) were all calculated in Genalex v 6.503
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(Peakall & Smouse 2007) with 999 permutations for testing variance components.
Corresponding G statistics were also calculated in Genalex.
Estimated divergence
A timed phylogeny ran in BEAST v2.6.2 (Drummond et al. 2012) was used to
estimate time of divergence among inland red alders. BEAST uses a Bayesian Markov
Chain Monte Carlo model to estimate time-scaled phylogenies of the species being
analyzed. Evidence is convincing for at least some recent dispersal into the NRM since
the ice sheets retreated. Because of this, we used a range of 20,000-24,000 (Martinson et
al. 1987) years as the time of the most recent divergence to coincide with the end of the
LGM. If the RD hypothesis is accurate, all the inland samples should have diverged
recently, and at roughly the same time. If there is ancient vicariance, we expect to see
divergence times at more than 2mya. If there is vicariance and multiple dispersal events,
we should be able to estimate the times of the divergences and attempt to find historical
processes that may have driven these dispersals. A strict clock model was used and the
program was run with chain lengths of 10,000,000 states with sampling every 1,000
states (Balkan et al. 2020). Maximum clade credibility trees were generated in FigTree v
1.4.4 (Rambaut 2010).
Ploidy analysis
To detect individual ploidy levels, we used the gbs2ploidy (Gompert & Mock
2017) package in Rstudio v3.5.0. This package was designed to estimate ploidy from
allelic heterozygosity ratios produced in the GBS process. The heterozygosity ratios were
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generated in the GBS-SNP-CROP output and formatted for use in R in Excel. The
estprops function was used to estimate the ploidy for each individual. The results were
plotted with the mean probability for allelic ratios on the y and the 3:1, 2:1, and 1:1 ratios
on the x axis. This process was repeated with corresponding ratios for higher ploidy as
well (up to 12:1, however this did not change any of the results. Gbs2ploidy was
designed to be able to function at low read depth <15x and improves in accuracy as read
depth increases, however our data did not suffer from a lack of read depth with samples
generally containing read depth of ~200x which suggests ploidy assignment was
accurate. Since multiple ploidy levels were detected, a small subset of 12 red alders were
subjected to chromosome counts via florescent microscopy to confirm the gbs2ploidy
results using 2n=14 (Wetzel 1929) as the diploid chromosome count, and 2n=4x=28 for
tetraploids.
Results
Population structure analysis
Analysis of the STRUCTURE output there indicted a disagreement on the optimal
number of clusters between the two methods used for K estimation. The ln Pr(X|K)
(Pritchard et al. 2000) method showed peaks at both K=4 and K=6 (2.1A) and the
Evanno ΔK method (Evanno et al. 2005) indicated 4 as the optimal number of clusters
(figure. 2.1B). When STRUCTURE models data with populations that have undergone
bottlenecks similar scenarios of drift, it is not uncommon for non-existent population
admixture to be inferred (Lawson et al. 2018). If that was the case in our data, then the
inferred populations 5 and 6 would only be found in the populations that would have
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undergone the bottleneck (e.g. the inland populations). Indeed, that is exactly what we
found with the two extra inferred clusters being fit in the Idaho admixed cluster only. For
that reason, the peak at K=6 was disregarded. The pairwise FST and AMOVA results
confirm the differentiation among the populations predicted by STRUCTURE and
DAPC. Of the 95 alders sampled, 84 were assigned to one cluster which contained all of
the coastal samples (CN; hereafter the coastal northern) with the exception of one (Figure
2.1; Figure 2.2). Sample Rt-2 was the only coastal sample assigned to a different Cluster
(CS; hereafter the coastal southern), and Rt-1 and Rt-11 showed some admixture with the
southern and northern clusters. A distinct Idaho cluster (IO; hereafter the Idaho cluster)
was identified with Id-2, ID-6, Id-7, and Id-8 being placed entirely within this cluster and
showing little or no admixture which suggests an ancient Idaho population with no gene
flow from the coastal populations. The remaining Idaho samples indicate admixture (IA;
hereafter Idaho admixed) with the Idaho cluster, and both the southern and northern subpopulations which suggests gene flow between the coastal and inland Idaho subpopulation. The no-admixture model produced fairly similar results to the admixture
model with the same 84 samples being assigned to the northern coastal cluster (figure
2.3). The difference in the two models was in the remaining 11 trees not assigned to the
northern cluster. There was still a distinct Idaho cluster consisting of four trees and the
rest of the Idaho samples were separated into two clusters. Rt-2 which was originally
assigned to the coastal southern cluster in the previous model is now included with
several trees originally assigned to the Idaho admixed. The rest of the Idaho trees were
assigned to a cluster that was admixed with the coastal northern cluster in the previous
model which suggests that the no-admix model assigned trees from the Idaho sites based
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which coastal cluster migrated into the NRM. The STRUCTURE results are backed up
by the high FST /GST between the Idaho population and the two coastal populations
supports a distinct differentiation consistent with group that has been isolated for a long
period of time (Table 2.1). The Idaho admixed cluster has a similar FST from both the
Idaho cluster and the Coastal northern cluster providing evidence admixing between both
coastal and the Idaho admixed populations.
DAPC analysis generally agreed with the STRUCTURE results also indicating
the optimal number of clusters of K=4. Individuals were assigned to the identical coastal
northern (CN), southern (CS), and Idaho (IO) clusters predicted by STRUCTURE
(Figure 2.4) with the six Idaho samples that were classified as admixed by STRUCTURE
being assigned their own cluster (IA). The inland populations (CN,CS) were clustered
more closely together than the IO cluster with cluster IA occurring intermediate to the
other clusters.
AMOVA was performed to determine how much of the total genetic variation
could be attributed to the hierarchical levels of the total population. Genalex does not
allow AMOVA to be calculated if the number of individuals in a population is one so
population CS was not included in this calculation. With mixed ploidy populations the p
statistic is most useful in AMOVA calculations (Meriman 2019), so they have been
included as well. The AMOVA p value results confirm the existence of multiple
populations (Table 2.2). Among population variation accounted for 55% of the total
variation seen. Within individual variation accounted for 40%, and the remaining 5% of
was attributed to variation among individuals.
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B

Figure 2.1. Number of Sub-Populations Identified in CLUMPAK. Two separate CLUMPK outputs are
included identifying the correct number of sub-populations (K) based on STRUCTURE analysis of the
high-density SNP profile. Four or six sub-populations were initially suggested (A), and a second analysis
identified four as the correct number of K with a 100% probability.
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Figure 2.2. STRUCTURE Output Identifying Four Sub-Populations. Colors indicate the different assigned
clusters: CN=green, CS=blue, IO=yellow, mixed color bars indicate admixture. Disjunct samples are
contained within the black lines.

Figure 2.3. STRUCTURE Output of the No-Admixture Model. Colors indicate the different assigned
cluster: CN=red, CS=yellow, IO=green, IA=blue. Disjunct samples are contained within the black lines.

Estimated divergence
The timed phylogeny produced by BEAST and viewed in FigTree indicated that 4 of the
10 inland samples diverged recently (ID-1, ID-2, ID-4 ID-9), and at roughly the same
time (~20 kya) which suggests that some of the inland samples are a product of RD. The
model also identifies a distinct Idaho individual (Id-8) that diverged and evolved
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CN

IO

CS

IA

Figure 2.4. DAPC Indicating the Four Identified Sub-Populations and their relation in ordination space.
Eigen values are shown for the first 100 principle components. Note the two coastal sub-populations (CN,
CS) are clustered more closely to each other than the inland sites (IA, IO) suggesting they are more closely
related. The IA sub-population is intermediate to the coastal and the IO sub-populations which is consistant
with admixture among the coastal and inland sub-populations.

separately much earlier (Figure 2.5). The estimated date range for the divergence of this
alder is 2.34my-2.8my which suggests AV. The remaining 5 inland alders showed a
range of dates of divergence suggesting multiple inland dispersals throughout the
Quaternary. Id-6 also showed divergence estimated to have happened 872k-1.16mya.
Both Id-8 and Id-6 were assigned to the same Idaho only cluster in STRUCTURE and
showed no evidence of admixture or gene flow between any of the other individuals
sampled. The divergence estimates of the remaining admixed populations suggest
separate dispersal events at 220k-260kya (Id-5), 55k-90kya (Id-3, Id-7, Id-10).
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Interestingly, individuals from both the northern and southern coastal clusters contributed
to the dispersal (Figure 2.5A; simplified 2.5B). This suggests that red alders were able to
disperse inland from the coast through both the northern and southern route.
Table 2.1. F/G statistics from GENALEX among the four identified sub-populations. Pairwise FST values
show the coastal sub-populations (CN, CS) are minimally differentiated (FST=0.004). The inland IO site
was significantly differentiated (FST=0.302). Significant population structure was identified (Overall
FST=0.349). Heterozygosity was much higher than expected as indicated by the highly negative FIS (FIS= 0.365).

Fst pairwise
CN

IO

CS

CN
0 0.301764 0.003552
IO 0.301764
0 0.148172
CS 0.003552 0.148172
0
IA 0.157106 0.133241 0.0229

IA
0.157106
0.133241
0.0229
0

F/G statistics
Overall
Gis
Gst
Fis
Fst

-0.282
0.317
-0.365
0.349

Genetic diversity
Genetic diversity was assessed based on the four groups identified in the DAPC
and STRUCTURE analysis. Because of the small sample size of the southern coastal
cluster, the allele frequencies are not known with high accuracy so analysis should be
considered accordingly. Overall F-statistics and G-statistics both showed HO consistently
being higher than HE which indicates excessive heterozygosity as shown with the
negative FIS (Table 2.1). An overall FST of 0.349 confirms that there is significant
population structuring. HO and HE were also calculated for each population individually
(Table 2.1) and all four of the populations were consistent with the overall trend with a
negative FIS. Pairwise FST values showed that the coastal northern cluster (CN) is only
minimally differentiated from the coastal southern (CS) population which suggests weak
population structure. The Idaho population (IO) shows strong differentiation from the
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Table 2.2. Table Showing Results From AMOVA Analysis of Our High-Density SNP profile. Variance
was tested among populations (55%), among individuals (5%), and within individuals (40%).

Source
Among Pops
Among Indiv
Within Indiv
Total

df
2
91
94
187

SS
428.359
898.774
757.5
2084.633

MS
214.18
9.877
8.059

Est. Var.
11.114
0.909
8.059
20.081

%
55%
5%
40%
100%

costal northern (FST=0.301) which suggests an extended period without gene flow. The
Idaho population showed moderate differentiation between the Idaho admixed (IA) and
the coastal northern (FST=0.148) and coastal southern (FST=0.133). The similarity in the
FST is consistent with admixture among the populations.
Ploidy determination
Both diploid and tetraploid individuals were identified in the remaining 95 red
alder samples analyzed by GBS2ploidy (Table 2.2). Due to the small size of red alder
chromosomes and challenging cell preparation it was difficult to obtain countable
metaphase plates, however we were able to confirm GBS2ploidy results with
chromosome counts on 12 of the 95 red alders (Figure 2.6; appendix A). Both diploids
and tetraploids were identified in all sampling location apart from the Portland (Po) site
which only had tetraploids. Overall, the distributions of ploidy levels were evenly
distributed with 53.7% of the samples being diploid and 46.3% being tetraploid. Only
three of the sites that had more tetraploids than diploids and one of them was the Po site
which only had two trees sampled. Of the remaining sites, only the Ws and Id had more
tetraploids than diploids.
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Table 2.3. Ploidy Estimates for 95 Alder Samples From Gbs2ploidy. The number and percent of sampled
red alders total per site, plus overall totals for both diploid and tetraploid cytotypes sampled in the Pacific
Northwest.

Site
Be
De
Ho
Id
Po
Rt
St
Ti
Wa
Ws
Total

N Diploid % diploid N Tetraploid % Tetraploid
6
60
4
40
1
50
1
50
5
62.5
3
37.5
4
40
6
60
0
0
2
100
6
54.5
5
45.5
8
53.3
7
46.7
8
80
2
20
8
66.6
4
33.3
5
33.3
10
66.6
51
53.7
44
46.3

Discussion
Population structure for red alder was investigated using GBS from 95 red alders
sampled throughout the PNW and the Idaho NRM. Analysis of our STRUCTURE results
identified population structure in both coastal and inland sampling sites. This is the firsttime structure has been identified in coastal red alder populations in the PNW, and the
first time multiple sub-populations have been identified for red alder in the NRM. The
observed heterozygosity in the northern and southern coastal sub-populations was lower
than that of other members of the genus and particularly low for an outcrossing tree
species; however, they were very similar to previous studies of red alder in the northern
coastal area (Xie et al. 2002). Xie et al. (2002) also had similar levels of observed
heterozygosity as seen in our coastal sites but were both lower than that identified in the
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B

Figure 2.5. BEAST Output Showing Estimated Dates of Divergence (A) with a reduced version (B) so
dates are more easily identified. Idaho samples and dates of divergence are identified by colored bars
indicating five separate dispersal events into the inland sites. ID-2,ID-9,ID-1,ID-4 are estimated to have
diverged ~20kya and represent the most recent divergence. ID-7, ID-10, ID-3 are estimated to have
diverged ~60kya. Id-5 is estimated to have diverged ~220kya, Id-6 ~872kya, and Id-8 ~2.4mya suggesting
ancient vicariance.
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Figure 2.6. Chromosome Counts Visualized with Fluorescent Microscopy. Chromosome counts of
metaphase plates of red alder using two different preparation methods: Chromosome squash (left), steam
drop (right). Both Diploid (top), and tetraploid (bottom) cytotypes were identified.

Idaho, and Idaho admixed populations. This is likely due to multiple factors. First,
pioneer species in general have lower rates of heterozygosity than late successional
species (Hamrick et al. 1981). Second, pioneer species are overly influenced by physical
factors (e.g. fresh disturbance, poor soils), that, coupled with their colonizing abilities,
can reduce genetic variation (Hamrick et al. 1981; Xie et al. 2002). Last, the isolation
within glacial refugia would have greatly reduced the effective population size leading to
fixation of alleles via genetic drift. The Idaho sub-population having a higher observed
heterozygosity than the coastal populations was surprising because it would have likely
suffered from an extreme bottlenecking event once it became established. We suggest
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several possible reasons for this observation. First, multiple migrations into the NRM can
explain the much higher observed heterozygosity in the Idaho sub-population compared
to the other three by being able to replenish the gene pool and provide alternate alleles for
the ones that had already been fixed. Second, polyploid populations are expected to have
and maintain higher levels of heterozygosity than their diploid progenitors due to
polysomic inheritance (Haldane 1930; Moody et al. 1993; but see Soltis & Soltis 2000).
Third, the inland populations could have increased selfing rates to help reduce the rate of
fixation and increase heterozygosity. Selfing rates are thought to increase in colonizing
species, particularly polyploids. Red alder is generally a highly outcrossing species with
an outcrossing rate of ~0.85, however there can be significant variation. For example,
outcrossing rates were consistently higher in red alder when comparing mainland to
island populations with some of the island alder stands having outcrossing rates reduced
to 0.56 (Xie et al 2002).
At least a dozen species of plants and animals that have been studied for
vicariance in the PNW, all indicate either AV, or a recent RD into the NRM through a
northern route with two exceptions. One amphibian showed AV but also indicated RD
through a northern route (Brunsfeld 2001) and red alder which showed evidence of RD
through a southern route (Strenge 1994; Brunsfeld 2001). Red alder is the only NRM
species studied so far to indicate evidence of dispersal by a southern route, and it is also
the only species to show evidence for multiple dispersal events. We suggest past
environmental cataclysms can help explain why this is the case. Phylogeography studies
in the PNW have focused mainly on habitat availability in terms of glacial refugia.
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During the warming periods ending the 100ky glacial cycles the landscape in the PNW
faced dynamic change. One aspect of this dynamic change was the cataclysmic flooding
that occurred as the glaciers cyclically advance and retreat. Flooding from lake Missoula
at the end of the LGM is well studied (Baker & Bunker 1985; Smith 1993). Periodically
an ice dam would form on the Clark Fork River in northern Idaho creating the massive
Lake Missoula. Occasionally the ice dam would rupture causing massive devastating
flooding throughout much of eastern Washington and Oregon. The dam would then
reform recreating lake Missoula and the cycle would repeat itself. It is suspected that 4060 floods occurring in roughly 50-year increments occurred over a 2k period at the end of
the LGM (Brunner et al. 1999). Flooding likely occurred from other sources throughout
the last 2.5my as well. The Rocky Mountain Trench in Canada, and a massive subglacial
reservoir in central British Columbia have been proposed as possible sources of flooding
(Shaw 1999). Isotope records indicate a glacial-interglacial cycle of varying intensities
over the last 2.6my, and conditions conducive to cataclysmic flooding would have
occurred at least two thirds of the time (Mandole 1995). Much of the evidence for
flooding before this time has been destroyed by subsequent flooding and erosion,
however studies suggests that cataclysmic flooding events occurred 55-90kya (McDonald
& Busacca 1992; Berger & Busacca 1995), 200-400kya, 780k-1.7mya, and there is even
evidence suggesting cataclysmic flooding as far back as 2.6mya (Bjornstad et al 2001;
Medley 2012). Interestingly, all of our estimated divergence times in the NRM correlates
with the estimated times of these floods. We suggest that these cataclysmic flooding
events could help describe the current distributions of red alder in the NRM by
periodically creating viable corridors for inland red alder migration from both the
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northern and southern refugia. Recurring flooding would produce massive amounts of
freshly disturbed riparian areas throughout eastern WA and OR that would be prime
habitat for red alder to colonize. It should be noted that the primary areas in the NRM
where red alder is currently found are contained within the Missoula flood plain which
lends support to the idea.
The periodic flooding and reforming of lake Missoula after the LGM lasted for a
period of 2k years. Considering trees are sedentary and that most seeds fall within a few
meters of the parent, 2k years may not have been enough time for individuals to disperse
from the coast to the NRM. While there is a dearth of information on the dispersal ability
of red alder, it is assumed to be similar to other members of Betulaceae (Zasada et al.
1992). Red alder seeds are winged nutlets, small, and are formed in pairs on the bracts of
woody strobili that is small and cone-like making them ideal for long distance wind
dispersal (Schopmeyer 1974). For comparison, the winged nutlet seeds of the related
yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis) have been shown to travel up to 400 m over crusted
snow (Erdmann 1990). Korstian (1937) estimated that roughly 50% of the seeds from a
15 m tall yellow birch would disperse farther than 200 m. Considering red alders have
been shown to produce more than 5 million seeds per individual (Brown 1985), if red
alder followed a similar pattern as yellow birch, even if only 1% of red alder seeds
reached the outside 400 m barrier it would still constitute ~50 k seeds. Black alder (Alnus
glutinosa) lacks winged nutlets making it less efficient at wind dispersal than other
alders, even so, in Europe black alder expanded and dispersed from glacial refugia
extremely rapidly after the LGM with estimates from fossil data suggesting a dispersal
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rate of 500-2000 m/year (Huntley & Birks 1983). This expansion was likely facilitated by
water dispersal, which has been shown in red alder as well (Brown 1986). Because water
would flow from the NRM towards the coast it is unlikely that water dispersal played a
large role for red alder in our study, but it does show that alders can disperse rapidly
when conditions are suitable. Dispersal by birds may have also facilitated the advance of
red alder through the flood plain into the NRM. Birds can be passive or active seed
dispersers by either disrupting catkins within the trees, seeds floating in water may attach
to the feathers of waterfowl, or birds may distribute seeds by direct ingestion. Red alder
seed have been shown to be an important food source for the American goldfinch (Spinus
tristis; White & West 1977). The American goldfinch is a seasonal migrant that thrives in
flood plains, meadows, and in riparian systems. This habitat preference continues during
migration periods and both the PNW and the NRM are in in the goldfinch migration zone
(Dougherty et al. 2018). Assuming previous flood cycle to be similar to the cycle ending
in the LGM, there should have been plenty of time for red alder to have advanced to the
NRM. Species distribution models by Ruffley et al. (2018) also suggest that areas east of
the Cascades that are currently too arid for red alder due to the rain shadow may have
been more suitable during peak glacial cycles. This would potentially allow for island red
alder populations to persist in parts of eastern Washington and Oregon when they
otherwise would have died off further facilitating the dispersal of the southern genotype
into the NRM.
Analysis of the variation in ploidy in red alder identified both diploid and
tetraploid cytotypes with a relatively even distribution throughout the Pacific Northwest
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and in the NRM. Large mixed cytotype zones extending over extensive land areas tend to
be rare (Castro et al. 2012). This is largely due to problems that polyploids encounter
early on in their establishment. The establishment of a stable polyploid population is
constrained by a low probability of early polyploids persisting among their diploid
progenitors by both direct competition (Yamauchi et al. 2004), and frequency dependent
selection (minority cytotype exclusion; Levin 1975). This states that barriers in mating
and low fitness of triploid intermediate cytotypes makes it more likely that polyploids
will go extinct before establishment (Levin 1975; Husband 2000). This is does not
exclude polyploids from becoming established, and many large mixed cytotype
populations have been identified (Halverson et al. 2008; Duchoslav et al. 2010). New
research has shown several ways in which nature has been able to counter difficulties in
early establishment and recruitment (see Baduel et al. 2018 for a review). Interestingly,
Husband (2000) showed that the higher the percentage of tetraploids in a given
population, the more fit the tetraploid cytotype becomes until tetraploids eventually its
fitness is higher than that of diploids at ~67%. The percentage of tetraploids in our
population was split closer to 50/50 which suggests that diploids should still hold a
marginal fitness advantage over tetraploids, however life history may help overcome any
fitness advantage diploid maintain. Pioneer species are frequently polyploid and are
similar to invasive species in that polyploidy is considered making them better adapted to
new habitats and disturbed areas (Hobbs & Huenneke 1992; Te Beest et al. 2012). The
ability of polyploids to tolerate changing conditions as the glaciers retreated and newly
available habitat became available would certainly be advantageous. Indeed, glaciation
and the subsequent retreat during the LGM are also suggested to have played a role in the
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distribution of tetraploid populations of black alder (Alnus glutinosa) in Europe (Mandák
et al. 2016). Projections on the future distributions of red alder have suggested that
climate change will only expand their range, particularly in the disjunct NRM (Cortini et
al. 2012). If their projections are accurate, it seems likely that polyploidy in red alder is
also likely to expand as the climate warms and disturbed habitat through development is
continuously created.
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Chapter 3
Association analysis

Abstract: Commonly a riparian species, Red alder (Alnus rubra Bong.) is the
dominant hardwood tree species in the Pacific Northwest. Red alder is a pioneer species
that is well suited to occupy recently disturbed areas (e.g. timber harvesting, fire
damage), or areas with poor soil conditions where essential nutrients may be limited. Red
alder is primarily a coastal species, however there are disjunct populations in the
Northern Idaho Rocky Mountains. The disjunct populations encounter different abiotic
conditions than those on the coast. This, as well as the lack of regular gene flow into the
disjunct inland populations provide a good system for studying local adaptation via
association studies in red alder. Red alder also forms a symbiotic relationship with the
N2-fixing Actinorhizal bacteria Frankia alni. Frankia fix nitrogen for red alder and in
return they receive photosynthetic products produced by their symbiotic host. Red alders
usually associate with specific strains of Frankia–which exhibit low diversity over large
special scales–with the choice being controlled primarily by the host. Utilizing a highdensity SNP profile produced by genotype by sequencing we looked for signatures of
local adaptation related to environmental variables. We then used the same SNP profile to
run a pair of genome-wide association studies where we used the genotype of the Frankia
strain associated with specific red alders as a red alder phenotype. we found 5 candidate
loci for local adaptation that associated with temperature related environmental variables.
We were also able to identify 2 candidate loci for selection of specific Frankia strains.
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Introduction
Local adaptation is common in nature but the genetic basic for these adaptations
are poorly understood (Leimu & Fischer 2008; Fraser et al. 2011). Understanding how a
species responds to environmental change is becoming increasingly important
considering the current rate of global climatic change (Kremer et al. 2012). Abiotic
stresses can drive local adaptation and lead to evolutionary divergence of populations
(Nosil et al. 2009). The ability to rapidly adapt to local climate may be particularly
important in plants due to their sedentary nature (Alberto et al. 2013). To avoid
extirpation or extinction in changing conditions, a species must either alter their historical
distributions (e.g. move north, migrate to a higher elevation) or adapt to their new
environmental conditions. Some adaptations can be induced due to phenotypic plasticity,
others occur across several generations by local adaptation (Aitken et al. 2008). Natural
selection is key in assuring the best fitted alleles to a specific environment persist and
become prevalent through positive selection, the primary driving force in adaptive
evolution in plants (Bose & Bartholomew 2013). Identification of beneficial alleles under
selection is key for understanding plant adaptive evolution. Information on local
adaptation and the identification of specific beneficial phenotypes provides insight into
how a species may adapt to changing conditions, while also providing useful information
on conservation, restoration, and crop improvements. Understanding the genetic basis for
local adaptation in natural populations, as well as the ecological conditions driving
natural selection and genetic differentiation may also provide insight into how that
species may respond to future environmental variation due to deforestation and climate
change (Fisichelli et al. 2014).
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We explore how different environmental conditions have driven the evolution of
natural Red alder (Alnus rubra Bong.) utilizing Genotype by sequencing (GBS). Red
alder is fast-growing shade-intolerant pioneer species that, thrives in recently disturbed
areas, and riparian systems. Due to its ability to form a symbiotic relationship with the
N2-fixing bacteria Frankia alni, red alder is able to grow in poor soil conditions which, in
turn, increases usable nitrogen in the soil for subsequent plant species to utilize. Because
of this, red alders are important in stream bank stabilization and have a disproportional
impact on soil chemistry and plant community composition (Mejnartowicz 2008). In the
Pacific Northwest (PNW) red alder is the dominant Alnus species and is generally found
at elevations below 750 m, and within 200 km of the Pacific coast, however a few
disjunct populations exist in the northern rocky mountains (NRM) in Idaho. Initially
dismissed as a nuisance species, the beautiful wood and quick growth rate of red alders
has made them one of the most commercially valuable trees in the PNW (Thomas &
Turner 2006). Recent evidence has emerged indicating that some red alders have been
isolated in the NRM since the ice sheets advanced southward at the onset of the
Quaternary ~2.5 mya – subsequent vacillations in the ice sheets allowed for periodic
dispersal events into the NRM (Chapter 2). Red alder is a coastal species and individuals
in the NRM are subject to different environmental conditions than that of their coastal
relatives. Specifically, the NRM range where the alders were sampled received less
precipitation, had a shorter growing season, and were subject to both colder and warmer
temperature extremes than their inland counterparts (Wang et al. 2012; appendix B). The
existence of alders and the variation in environment experienced in the NRM provides an
ideal system to study local adaptation. How a species responds adaptively to variation in
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local environments is relevant for conservation and management of this important forest
tree species in natural settings, as well as providing valuable insight for resource
exploitation as a crop.
Frankia is a genus of Gram-positive aerobic filamentous soil bacteria with a high
gc composition that grow branching and tip extensions similar to Streptomyces sp.
Frankia sp. are found in extremely variable soil types on all continents except Antarctica
and are saprophytic as well as symbiotic which explains how Frankia can survive and
exist in abundance in soils where no host plants exist (Gauthier et al. 2000). Frankia sp.
fix N for their host, a common limiting agent for terrestrial plants. In return the host
provides Frankia sp. with sugars and other photoassimilates. Mutualisms like this can be
costly to the host. For example, rhizobia have been shown to utilize up to 40% of the
host’s net photosynthetic C production (Chapin et al. 1987). Alders are generally only
infected by specific Frankia strains (Lipus & Kennedy 2011) with the specificity being
determined by the host (Lipus & Kennedy 2011; Polme et al. 2014). Alder-associated
Frankia have been shown to exhibit low diversity over large spatial scales with as few as
two genotypes constituting 96% of all identified samples (Kennedy et al. 2010a;
Kennedy et al. 2010b). Currently there is a limited understanding of what factors are
involved in Frankia-alder specificity in natural systems, however as more research
elucidates finer details of rhizobia-legume and actinorhizal symbioses, there is an
increased interest in the potential to engineer N-fixing ability to non-legume crops
(Beatty & Good 2011; Geurts et al. 2012). While the legume-Rhizobia symbiosis is
understood in much more detail, certain factors involved in actinorhizal symbioses
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suggest that they might be more suited to be adapted to infect crop plants. For example,
Frankia can nodulate with symbiotic hosts from eight angiosperm families whereas all
rhizobia nodulation takes place in legumes with Parasponia sp. Being the only exception.
Also, in both Parasponia sp. and 75% of actinorhizal host genera, the infection thread
enters the root hairs intercellularly (Baker 1992; Wall 2000; Pawlowski & Sprent 2007).
In contrast, in 75% of legumes the rhizobia infection thread enters the root hairs
intracellularly. This is important because the intercellular infection utilized by
actinorhizal symbioses evolved earlier and is less sophisticated than the intracellular
method utilized in rhizobia (Madsen et al. 2010).
Next generation sequencing
The use of molecular markers for whole genome genetics studies is becoming
more common (Ruffley et al. 2018; Chapel et al 2019 Bagley et al. 2020). Single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most frequent type of sequence differentiation
in the genomes of plants (Edwards & Batley 2010). SNPs are suitable local adaptation
and population structure studies, and essentially any plant genomic or breeding
applications that require large numbers of molecular markers covering the entire genome
(Kumar et al. 2012). The advent of next generation sequencing has provided a fast, costeffective molecular tool that is already being used in plant genetics. Specifically,
genotype by sequencing (GBS; Elshire et al. 2011) can be used for synchronous marker
discovery and genotyping–and because many samples can be multiplexed, this further
reduces costs (He et al. 2014). Association studies generally assume that loci involved in
adaptation show stronger differentiation among populations coupled with lower diversity
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within a population compared to neutral genomic regions (Storz 2005). These loci are
considered outliers and can be identified among populations by calculating FST (Excoffier
et al. 2009). Because of this, FST can determine signatures of selection evolving shifting
abiotic factors caused by adaptive differentiation and speciation in plants (Schluter 2001;
Funk et al. 2006). Utilizing GBS to detect signatures of local adaptation due to climate
have gained popularity (Goicoechea et al. 2019; Cayuela et al. 2020; Stuart et al. 2021),
however GBS in prone to missing data and the process frequently identifies false
positives suggesting identification of an outlier may not be truly represent selection
(Narum et al. 2013; Savolainen et al. 2013). Several ways have been introduced to help
account for false positives (e.g. p value correction and calculation of the false discovery
rate; FDR). In this study we addressed the issue of missing data and FDR by balancing
the incorporation of replication into our sampling strategy. First by collecting multiple
samples per site (Bagley et al. 2020). Next we utilized two different programs
(BAYESCENV, Villemereuil & Gaggiotti, 2015; LFMM Frichot et al. 2013) for
environmental associations (Crossley et al. 2017; Andrew et al. 2018; Jeffery et al. 2018;
Chavarria-Pizarro et al. 2019; Goicoechea et al. 2019; Shu 2020), and two models (GLM,
MLM) for our genome genome-wide association studies (GWAS). BAYESCENV and
LFMM both utilize a Bayesian models with a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling strategy with various means to deal with false positives built into the algorithm
(Villemereuil & Gaggiotti, 2015, Frichot et al. 2013). FDR and p value corrections were
necessary for GLM and MLM analyses. GWAS studies scan the SNP profile and test
their effect on the phenotype of interest. In our study we utilized the genotype of the
Frankia strain infecting individual red alders as our phenotype of interest. To the best of
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our knowledge this is the first time this approach has been attempted. Our study has three
main objectives: 1) Identify candidate loci involved in local adaptations to environmental
conditions in red alder. 2) Identify Frankia genotypes to be used and phenotypes in our
GWAS analysis. 3) Identify candidate loci involved in the selection of specific Frankia
genotypes.
Materials and methods
Study area and sampling design

A total of 96 red alders in 10 sampling sites were selected throughout Oregon,
Washington and Idaho encompassing much of the range of red alder in the PNW (Figure
1.2). In Idaho, the sampling was conducted in the Clearwater Natural Research Area with
special permission from the Idaho Forest Service. To compensate for potential rare
genotypes or missing data and to maximize SNP coverage we harvested leaves from ~10
trees per collection site (Bagley et al. 2020). In three of the Oregon sites (Po, Ho, De)
less than ten individuals were collected but overall the average number of alders per site
was 9.6. In order to decrease the chance of sampling closely related trees, alders sampled
were at least 100m apart. Fresh leaves were collected and immediately put on ice to be
returned to the lab at Portland State University within 24 hrs. Leaves were then
lyophilized to be used for GBS. For each tree sampled at least 10 Frankia nodules were
collected. Nodules were collected within top 15 cm of soil within 50 cm of the base of the
tree sampled. Samples were immediately put on ice and returned to the lab within 24 hrs.

GBS
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DNA extraction and GBS library preparation

DNA was extracted from lyophilized leaf material using a modified CTAB
procedure (Tel-Zur et al. 1999). Briefly, ~20mg of dried leaf tissue was added to sterile
Eppendorf tubes. A tungsten bead was added to each tube and tissue was broken down in
two 1-minute cycles at 30 Hz on a Qiagen TissueLyser. 400µl of CTAB buffer was added
and the cycles were repeated at 20 Hz and then incubated at 65 °C for 1 hour. Samples
were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm and 140 µl of the CTAB buffer was
transferred to a new tube where it was mixed 1:1 with chloroform isoamyl alcohol.
Samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm and the aqueous supernatant was
removed and transferred to a new tube. Samples were then washed and resuspended
overnight twice with ethanol. Lastly the samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000
rpm, the ethanol was removed and samples were dried for 10 minutes in a Thermo Savant
Speedvac SC210A and resuspended in TE buffer. Electrophoresis was performed on a
1% agarose gel to assess DNA quality, and DNA concentrations were determined using
an Invitrogen Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer. DNA concentrations were normalized before GBS
library preparation of the 96 multiplexed samples according to the GBS protocol
developed by Elshire et al. (2011). The 5 base pair single cutting restriction enzyme
ApeKI was chosen for paired-end sequencing to be conducted at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison Biotechnology facility using an Illumina HiSeq 3000 flowcell.
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Sequence analysis and SNP filtering

The bioinformatics pipeline GBS-SNP-CROP (Melo et al. 2016) was used for
SNP processing. Briefly, paired end read files were matched according to their barcode
and maintained for further processing. Reads that were lacking an identified barcode
were discarded. Raw reads were trimmed, demultiplexed, and paired-end reads were
merged into a single read. The centroids clustering algorithm was utilized to stitch
together the merged reads into a mock genome for reference and SNP alignment. Reads
were then aligned to the mock genome, then filtered and indexed genotype by genotype.
Files were then parsed so only those data containing reads polymorphic to the reference
sequence were retained with alignment information for potential variants extracted and
organized for downstream processing. Initial filtering was conducted using the criteria
suggested by Melo et al. (2016). Initial paired-end sequencing yielded 357,322,720 raw
reads (178,661,360 for each paired-end) with an average GC content of 47.5%. After all
alignment and filtering was concluded, 2631 SNPs were retained for further analysis.
Climate variables
Long-term weather observations covering a 30-year span were retrieved from
CLIMATE-WNA (Wang et al. 2012). Gps coordinates collected from each sampling
location were used to download data from each of 20 environmental variables (Table
3.1). Red alders grow in wet humid environments with high annual precipitation with soil
moisture during the growing season appearing to be the main condition influencing where
the red alder grows (Harrington 1994). Because of this, we are particularly interested in
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environmental variables MSP (May to September Precipitation), AHM (annual heatmoisture index), SHM (summer heat-moisture index), Eref (Hargreaves reference
evaporation), and CMD (Hargreaves climatic moisture deficit). They can also tolerate a
large range in temperatures ranging from -300C in Alaska and Idaho, to 460C in parts of
southern California (Harrington 1994). None of the sites we sampled were subject to
these types of extreme temperatures but most of the temperature variation found our
study was from the Idaho samples.
Environmental association
Association analyses tend to have a high false positive rate. To help compensate
for this we used two different models to test environmental associations. First,
BAYESCENV (Villemereuil & Gaggiotti, 2015) was used to test for the sensitivity of
each locus to environmental differentiation. BAYESCENV detects signatures of selection
by identifying loci that show large positive FST (outside of the neutral model FST
distribution) that are significantly correlated with environmental variables.
Environmental variables were standardized and BAYESCENV was run individually for
each variable according to manual specifications. After 20 pilot runs of 2,000 iterations
and a burn‐in of 50,000 iterations, 5,000 MCMC samples were taken with 10 steps
between each sample. We retained all significant SNP–climate associations and used an
FDR of q ≤ 0.05 for significance. Next, LFMM (Frichot et al. 2013) uses a hierarchical
Bayesian mixed model based on the residuals of PCA to take into account population
genetic structure. LFMM requires priori knowledge of genetic structure. Whenever
possible it is suggested to use pre-existing estimates from independent dataset (Frichot et
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al. 2013). A less conservative SNP matrix was used to test for population structure in
chapter 2 which identified K=4 as the proper number of sub-populations. To confirm the
K for this dataset, the PEGAS package (Paradis 2010) in Rstudio v3.5.0 was used to asses
potential population clusters using Principal Components Analysis (PCA). PCA analysis
determined the optimal number of cluster (k=4; supplemental) needed for running the
LFMM analyses. The Gibbs sampler was run for 10,000 cycles after a burn-in of 5,000
for each environmental variable. After all runs were complete, we computed the genomic
inflation factor (λ) according to the manual by taking the median zscores across the
samples and using the following equation λ = median(z 2 )/0.456 which identified
λ=0.991 as the inflation factor. Choosing values of K for which the estimate of λ is close
to or slightly below 1.0 warrants that the FDR can be controlled efficiently (Frichot et al.
2013).
Annotation and protein identification
The sequences surrounding the SNPs found to be significant in both models were
extracted from the cluster’s output produced by GBS-SNP-CROP for downstream
processing. These sequences were aligned and compared against the Nation Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database first using BLASTN against the entire
NCBI database, and against the genome of Alnus glutinosa, the only member of the genus
with a sequenced genome.. To assign function to any sequence identified, we compared
the aligned sequences to the NCBI protein database by means of BLASTX (Altschul et
al. 1990). When more than one potential
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Table 3.1. Climate Variables and Their Abbreviations Downloaded From CLIMATE-WNA.
These 20 variables were used to run climate association analysis utilizing a high-density SNP
profile generated by genotype by sequencing.
Abbreviation
MWMT
MCMT
TD
MAP
MSP
AHM
SHM
DD<0
DD>5
DD<18
DD>18
NFFD
FFP
BFFP
EFFP
PAS
EMT
EXT
EREF
CMD

Variable
Mean warmest month temp
Mean coldest month temp
Temperature differential (MWMT/MCMT)
Mean annual precipitation
May-Sept precipitation
Annual heat-moisture index
Summer heat-moisture index
Degree days<0
Degree days>5
Degree-days<18
Degree-days>18
Frost-free days
Frost-free period
Day FFP begins
Day FFP ends
Precipitation as snow
Extreme minimum temperature over 30 yrs
Extreme maximum temperature over 30 yrs
Hargreaves reference evaporation
Hargreaves moisture deficit

protein function was identified, identified proteins were given chosen over hypothetical
protein sequences.
Frankia
Surface Sterilization
Collected nodules were washed with deionized water to remove soil and organic
matter. Nodules were excised from roots with a sterile scalpel and placed into individual
sterile scintillation vials. Each vial was then filled to making sure the nodules were
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completely covered 10% bleach solution. Vials were placed in a shaker at room
temperature and agitated for 2 minutes. The bleach was then decanted, washed with
deionized water, and the bleaching procedure was repeated. After the second bleach
wash, the process was repeated three more times with deionized water to wash the
nodules of bleach.
DNA Extraction
DNA was extracted from single nodule lobes using the Sigma Tissue Extract-NAmp Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Forty μL of extraction buffer was added to a
1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube containing a single nodule which was then crushed using a
sterile micropestle. The resulting homogenate was centrifuged for 1 minute at 4,000 rpm,
and 20 μL of supernatant from each tube transferred into an individual 0.2 mL PCR striptube. Tubes containing extractions were moved to a thermal cycler and incubated at 65
°C for 10 minutes, followed by 95 °C for 10 minutes. 25 μL of neutralization buffer was
pipetted into each sample, briefly vortexed and stored at 4 °C.
PCR and Sequencing
A 606 bp (base pair) portion of the nifH gene was amplified by PCR using
Frankia-specific primers nifHf1 (5′-GGC AAG TCC ACC ACC CAG C-3′) and nifHr
(5′-CTC GAT GAC CGT CAT CCG GC3′). PCR reactions were set up in 24 μL volumes
containing 8.45 μL PCR water, 12.5 μL GoTaq Master Mix, 1.25 μL BSA (1 mg/1 mL),
0.4 μL of each primer (10 μM), and 1 μL of 1:10 diluted template. Reaction mixtures
were then subjected to the following thermal cycling conditions: 96 °C for 5 minutes, 35
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cycles at 95 °C for 30 seconds, 60 °C for 30 seconds, 72 °C for 45 seconds, and a final
extension at 72 °C for 7 minutes. Following PCR, all reaction products were visualized
by gel electrophoresis. Sanger Sequencing was performed in both directions using the
same primers used in PCR on an ABI 3730xl (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) at
Functional Biosystems, Inc. Forward and backward reads were visually inspected and the
read with the best quality was reversed if necessary and trimmed to 580 bp (Kennedy et
al. 2010). The Neighbor-Joining method was used in MEGA v10.1.8 to create a
phylogeny of the Frankia sampled. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were generated
using a 97% sequence similarity threshold. This similarity cutoff was chosen because
previous work has shown that Frankia genotypes are accurately placed in appropriate
genomic groups at this cutoff (Lipus & Kennedy 2011, Higgins & Kennedy 2012,
Rodriguez et al. 2016).
GWAS
The OTUs identified in MEGA were considered as a phenotype and used to test
the association of Frankia OTUs in TASSEL v5.0 (Bradbury et al. 2007). The kinship
matrix (K) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) were estimated and both general
linear models (GLM) including a Q-matrix, and mixed linear models (MLM) with Qmatrix and a K-matrix. The two matrices were used to account for corrections in
population structure (Q), and genetic relatedness (K). The uniform Bonferroni threshold
for significance was calculated using P ≤ 1/N (a=0.05) which gave a −log10 = 4.7. We
then set a FDR at 0.05 using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (Benjamini &
Hochberg, 1995). Any sequences identified as significant by both models were aligned
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and annotated in BLAST in the same manner as the significant SNPs identified in the
environmental analysis.
Results
Environmental associations
To identify molecular signals of environmental related selection we used two
genome environmental association models (BAYESCENV and LFMM) to find candidate
SNPs for local adaptation. LFMM identified 29 SNPs that associated to one or more
environmental variables while BAYESCENV identified 96. A total of five SNPs were
shown to have significant association with environmental variable in both models (table
3.2). Three of the five SNPs were associated with more than one environmental variable
with SNP 382 associating with five environmental variables (SNP 382=<18, mat, td, ffp,
nffd) and SNP 2012 associating four (SNP 2012= dd5, <18, mat, dd0). SNP 775
associated with three (dd0, emt, mcmt), and Two SNPs (30, 1017) were both associated
with a single environmental variable (dd5). Interestingly all the environmental variables
that showed significant associations in both models were related to temperature and frost
conditions (table 3.2).
BLAST
Of the five SNPs that were found to have significant associations in both models,
no protein hits were identified aligning against the Alnus glutinosa reference genome.
BLASTN results identified other members of Betulaceae as the closest hit except for SNP
1017 which the closest hit was for Ligustrum quihoui (Table 3.2). Interestingly, BLASTN
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results indicated that SNPs 30 and 1017 were both mitochondria sequences with SNP 30
identifying mitochondria from the closely related Betula pendula and 1017 identifying
mitochondria from Ligustrum quihoui, which is not closely related or even in the same
order as Alnus rubra. BLASTX produced no viable protein hits when aligned with the
annotated genome of Alnus glutinosa. When aligned against the full database, no proteins
were identified for SNPs 30, 1017, and 2012. SNP 775 was identified as a chloroplast Fbox protein and SNP 382 yielded protein sequences from the yeasts Zygosaccharomyces,
Cryptococcus, Kluyveromyces, all of which were yeasts with identical BLAST scores
and are represented by cryptococcus in our table (table 3.2).

Table 3.2. BLAST Results of the SNP Sequences that Associated With Environmental Variables. The SNP
ID, significant variable, and organelle or protein sequence identified by BLAST.

SNP ID

Environmental variable

BLAST

30, 1017

dd5

Mitochondria

382

<18, mat, td, ffp, nffd

Cryptococcus 40s r-protein S17-3

775

dd0, emt, mcmt

Chloroplast F-box protein

2012

dd0, dd5, <18, mat

No protein hits

Frankia
We sequenced a portion of the nifH gene from Frankia nodules associated with
the roots of 95 Alnus rubra individuals to assess the diversity and identify specific
genotypes to be utilized as phenotype in GWAS analysis. Of the 95 nodules processed we
successfully generated nifH sequences for 85, which were comprised of nine OTUs
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(herein referred to as genotypes; figure 3.1). One genotype (DJB-F1) was dominant
consisting of 78.8% (67) of the total and was found in all ten sampling locations (table
3.3.). Of the 18 remaining Frankia with genotypes, ~78% (14 of the 18) were in just
three sites (Id, St, Wa). Genotypes Kl-2, Kl-2.6 F-016 consisted of a single individual
each and were only found in the Wa and St sites. No location had more than two Frankia
with nifH sequences that did not amplify.
GWAS
Two SNPs (2230, 2297) were found to have significant associations in both the
GLM and MLM. BLASTN identified Corylus avellana as the top hit with BLASTX
identifying a glycerol kinase from Pistacia vera for SNP 2230 and a cytochrome P450
CYP 736 family from Prunus yedoensis var. nudiflora for SNP 2297 (table 3.4).

Table 3.3. Frankia OUT’s Identified in MEGA. Frankia strain, number (N) percent total and accession
number of Frankia OUT’s identified from the amplified nifH region of Frankia extracted from root
nodules from red alder. One strain (DJB-F1) was the dominant strain found in 78.8% of all samples. A
second OUT (BK-3) was the second most common strain with all other OUT’s being rare.

Frankia strain
DJB-F1
BK-3
BK-1
DJB-F7
BK-5
F074
kl-2
kl-2.6
F-016

N % of total
67
78.8
5
5.9
2
2.4
3
3.5
2
2.4
3
3.5
1
1.2
1
1.2
1
1.2

Accession
MK529665.1
MK105603.1
MK105601.1
MK529667.1
MK105605.1
JN088561.1
GU810474.1
HM031957.1
JN088552.1

All
Ti,Ho,Id,Wa
Wa only
St only
De, Rt
St,Id
Wa
Wa
St

Discussion
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We used multiple complementary approaches for detecting candidate loci
involved in selection associated with environmental variables in 10 A. rubra stands in the
PNW. The analysis identified significant signatures of selection in five SNPs.
Interestingly, All five significant SNPs were associated with variables related to
temperature. It has been reported that moisture during the growing season appears to be
one of the main conditions that influence where the alder grows and generally, it does not
grow in areas where drought is common and in Idaho and southern California it seldom
grows on south facing slopes. Red alder compensates for water deficiencies and higher
temperatures by only growing on the border of lakes and streams in California and the
NRM (Harrington 1994) which explains why SNPs associated with variables related to
temperature rather than moisture. Red alders experience more extreme temperature
variations in the NRM compared to the coast. For example, temperature variation in
coastal climates is generally between 10-15 oC where inland climates can vary as much as
40 oC. Coastal climates also tend to have wet winters and dry summers while inland
climates tend to have humid summers and dryer winters. When looking at temperature
variations among the sites, the Idaho sites had the lowest mean annual temperature and
was the only area to have any mean monthly temperature below freezing (appendix b).
The mean warmest month temperature in the Idaho sites was closer to average and there
was less variation in the warmer temperatures.
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The whole genome sequence of A. glutinosa provides a useful database for searching for
candidate genes associated with environmental variables. Interestingly only one
A

B

Figure 3.1. Phylogenetic Tree Produced in MEGA Identifying Frankia OTUs. Phylogenetic tree identifying
nine OTU’s of Frankia strains that associate with red alder in the Pacific Northwest. Strain DJB F-1 (A)
was the dominant OTU making up 78.8% of all amplified sequences. BK-3 (B) consisted of five
individuals with the rest of the OTU’s being rare.

SNP associated with a sequence from somatic DNA in A. glutinosa and BLAST revealed
no significant protein hits for the SNP. All of the other SNPs either associated with an
organelle (2 mitochondria 1 chloroplast) or an endophyte of red alder. This is likely
possible due to the lack of a reference genome for SNP calling. GBS-SNP-CROP utilizes
the reads from GBS to make a mock-reference genome to align and call SNPs. This
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Table 3.4. BLAST Results of 2 SNPs Associated With Frankia selection. Table includes the number of the
SNP that associated with Frankia selection, the protein identified by BLAST, and the accession number
associated with the protein.

SNP ID

Protein

2230

Glycerol kinase

2297

Cytochrome P450 CYP7364

Accession #
XP_031250009.1
PQM39580.1

allows for SNPs to be called from sequences that would normally be excluded if a
reference genome was available. For example, Sonah et al. (2015) conducted an analysis
of unmapped reads in soybean and discovered that chloroplast and mitochondria
contribute to 4.6% and 1.8% of the total population reads. Mitochondria in plants are key
for cellular ATP production as well as a major source of C-skeletons for biosynthesis
making them crucial for plant survival. Respiration rate is one of the first metabolic
processes disrupted by temperature stress (Atkin et al. 2015). Stress induced by low
temperatures initiates rapid changes in mitochondrial respiration rates and respiratory
homeostasis (RH) - RH is the tendency of the plant to achieve certain rates of respiration
regardless of growth conditions which is associated with cell performance under poor
conditions (Yamori et al. 2009; Atkin et al. 2015)–with the timing and severity of their
response is generally plastic depending on length and intensity of low temperature
exposure (Heidarvand et al. 2017). Variations in the respiration rates can be both positive
and negative and can be caused by short-term (shock) exposure to low temperatures, or
acclimation after long-term exposure (Heidarvand et al. 2017). Generally, initial
exposure to low temperatures causes a decrease in the rate of respiration (Bravo et al.
2007, Matos et al. 2007), however there are exceptions to this (Mizuno et al. 2008).
Long-term cold exposure can lead to a major reprogramming of metabolism through
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structural and biochemical alterations in the cell (Winfield et al. 2010; Genga et al.
2011). Cold temperatures are likely causal in the association of SNP 775 as well. SNP
775 associated with 3 environmental variables, dd0 (degree days <0°C), emt (extreme
minimum temperature), mcmt (mean coldest month temperature).
BLASTX revealed SNP 775 to be a chloroplast protein related to flowering time.
Flowering time is of key importance for plant survival and reproduction for several
reasons. First, the timing and duration of flower emergence determine reproductive
ability of the plant; second, timing of flowering relative to abiotic constraints is key for
seed propagation; and third, synchronization with insects and other pollinators are crucial
for fitness and proliferation (Jagadish et al. 2016). All of these functions are influenced
by temperature conditions therefore flowering time is one of the major factors that
determining plant adaptation to changing climatic conditions (Jagadish et al. 2016). For
example, flowering time for Syringa vulgaris has shown a near linear relationship
between temperature increase and early onset of flowering time (Cayan et al. 2001).
Globally, in response to recent climate warming, first flowering dates have advanced
several days per decade with the potential to alter whole plant distributions (Crimmins et
al. 2011; Hulme 2011).
The final SNP associating with a ribosomal protein from a yeast was also
unexpected and we suggest that the sequence identified was from a fungal endophyte of
the red alder. Endophytic yeasts have been reported to form non-pathogenic associations
with a variety of host plants (Vieira et al. 2012; Rhoden et al. 2013). Microsymbionts are
ubiquitous in terrestrial plant species and play a key role plant fitness, development, and
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persistence (Rho et al. 2018; Dellagi et al. 2020). These symbionts can form mutualisms
in plant root systems like arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi which aid in nutrient uptake in
more than 80% of terrestrial plant families (Brachmann & Parniske 2006), and
endophytes which are restricted to growth in plant tissues (Rodriguez et al. 2009). Recent
studies suggest that endophytes and bacterial symbionts initiate diverse metabolic
processes that help plant survival when encountering severe environmental conditions
including stress related to cold (Dighton & White 2017; Hill et al. 2019).
Endosymbionts have been shown to aid in phenotypic plasticity (Goh et al. 2013),
nutrient absorption (Hill et al. 2019) osmotic regulation (Azad & Kaminskyj 2016), and
herbivore defense (Gonzáles‐Teuber 2016). Previous studies have shown that both
bacterial symbionts and fungal endophytes are capable of stabilizing physiological and
metabolic processes at low temperatures (Theocharis et al. 2012; Thalmann &
Santelia 2017). We suggest that red alders in the NRM select for endophytes that are
better able to stabilize their metabolic activities in the more extreme temperature
conditions experienced in the inland sites.
Frankia
Similar to previous studies (Kennedy et al. 2010a; Kennedy et al. 2010b), we
identified a relatively limited number of Frankia genotypes that associate with red alder.
The lack of diversity is similar to other alnus-Frankia symbioses as well including A.
tenuifolia and A. viridis (Anderson et al. 2009). While it is not yet known why Frankia
assemblages have such low diversity, it has been suggested that it is reflective of
selective pressure on the host to maintain beneficial genotypes. This is supported by a
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recent study where an evaluation of over 400 Frankia-Alnus symbioses covering 22
Alnus species found that host genetics were mainly responsible for selection (Polme et
al. 2014). Using the different Frankia genotyped as phenotype in our GWAS study
identified two significant SNPs associated with Frankia selection. The protein sequence
of first of the two SNPs identified in BLASTX in our Frankia GWAS was that of a
glycerol kinase. Glycerol kinases catalyzes the transfer of a phosphate from ATP to
glycerol forming glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P). G3P is crucial for the induction of
systemic acquired resistance (SAR) in plants (Mandal et al. 2011; Shine et al. 2019).
Systemic immunity is a form of immunity that provides resistance against a range of
plant pathogens (Durrant et al. 2004). Infection with a pathogen often generates a mobile
signal that permeates tissues surrounding the infection and activates a broad-spectrum
resistance throughout the plant called SAR (Chanda et al. 2011). There is a dearth of
information on actinorhizal symbioses, however the legume-rhizobia symbiosis is better
understood. Rhizobia are initially able to suppress their host’s defenses long enough to
become established. After initial infection, specific plant immunity responses are required
for nodule development and defense (Samac & Graham 2007). Recently, Shine et al.
(2019) looked into the role of G3P in rhizobia-legume symbioses in the soybean (Glycine
max). They found that when the host interacts with an incompatible rhizobium, a yet
unknown signal is produced which induces the accumulation of G3P subsequently
activating foliar resistance to pathogens. Accumulated G3P is then transported to the root
infection site which enables the exclusion of incompatible or unwanted rhizobia in a
pathway that significantly overlaps with that of SAR. More studies are needed to help
elucidate the specific intermediates and steps involved in this process, however what little
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information is known is intriguing as it relates to our study. The results from our GWAS
analysis suggest the possibility that the hosts SAR response is involved in the process of
excluding unwanted Frankia from becoming established in the host.
The protein sequence of second of the two SNPs identified in BLASTX was a
Cytochrome p450 (CYP) 7364 family protein. CYP 7364 proteins have been shown to be
crucial in plant communication with pathogenic microorganisms (Guengerich et al.
2010), or in the host-symbiont communication in the legume Glycine max (Neelakandan
et al. 2010). Plants produce a diverse group of compounds that are involved in structural
support, defense and cell communication termed secondary metabolites because they are
not important to basal cell functions such as photosynthesis, respiration, or protein
synthesis (Fraser & Chapple 2011). The precursors for a variety of secondary metabolites
are provided by the shikimate pathway which is the point for phenylpropanoids in plants
(Weaver et al. 1997). The ability of secondary metabolism to be involved in the
production of hundreds of thousands of natural plants compounds is based on a variety of
genes (Mizutani 2012), of which the Cytochrome p450 (CYP) are the most important
(Chapple 1998). CYP proteins are widely distributed in archaea, bacteria, eukaryotes, and
even viruses (Mizutani & Ohta 2010). In plants they form the largest superfamily of
enzymes which comprise roughly 1% of total gene products (Mizutani and Ohta 2010;
Kawai et al. 2014). Interestingly, despite their obvious importance in plants as indicated
above, diversification of p450s is such that it leads to the production of specific
metabolites for different species so much so that most p450s studied so far produce a
unique plant-specific protein (Zhao 2014). CYPs are heme-containing enzymes that are
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integral in biosynthesis of plant secondary metabolites such as alkaloids, fatty acids,
hormones, and phenylpropanoids such as flavonoids and isoflavonoids (Chapple 1998).
For plants it has been demonstrated that flavonoids are essential signal molecules for
establishment of root symbioses (Reddy et al. 2007) and we suggest it is possible the
CYP protein that showed association in our study was related to flavonoid production.
Legumes release a variety of flavonoids and isoflavonoids which induce
symbiotic genes in bacterial symbionts (See Cohn et al. 1998; Perret et al. 2000 for
reviews). Recognition by the bacterial symbiont to a specific flavonoid produced by the
host is key to partner choice because only the correct signals induce gene expression in
the bacteria (Simms & Taylor 2002). Host symbiont communication in actinorhizal
symbiosis is poorly understood but flavonoids are the prime candidates as signaling
molecules in their associations as well (Abdel-Lateif et al. 2012). For example, Benoît &
Berry (1997) showed enhanced nodulation of Frankia when introduced to flavonoid
containing seed washes from A. rubra. Similar results were seen in the enhanced
nodulation of Alnus glutinosa when introduced to flavonoids (Hughes et al. 1999). It is
also likely that flavonoids are necessary for early host/symbiont communication
arbuscular mycorrhizal associations (Akiyama et al. 2002), however the identification of
strigolactones as important molecules in in these associations (Akiyama et al. 2005)
suggests that flavonoids are not exclusive in AM signaling (Steinkellner et al. 2007).
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Chapter 4
Discussion
This study on the genetics of the commercially and ecologically important red alder has
shown the advantage of using high-density SNP profiles in the elucidation of genetic
processes involved at the population level, as well as identifying signatures of selection in
local environments and symbiont selection. In chapter 2 I showed that the uplift of the
Cascade mountain range and the onset of cyclic glacial cycles during the Quaternary had
a significant impact on the distributions of red alder during the last ~3my. The repeated
advance and retreat of ice sheets created new habitat allowing alders to advance from
their refugia into the freshly disturbed areas, only to be forced back into refugia as the ice
sheets returned. Drift associated with reduced population size and differing abiotic
stresses in these refugia likely lead to the patterns of population structuring seen in the
coastal populations. In both coastal populations genetic diversity was comparatively low
for a highly outcrossing species but similar to other woody species in the Pacific
Northwest (PNW; see Xie 2002). The isolation of red alders in glacial refugia would have
restricted gene flow leading to reduction of heterozygosity through genetic drift. In the
Northern Idaho Rocky Mountains (NRM) alders would have likely experienced a
bottleneck and could have increased the rate of selfing to help counter keep alleles from
drifting to fixation (Xie 2002). It is likely that the Idaho admixed has the highest HO of
all the populations because it shows evidence of repeated admixture with the other
identified clusters. These areas are important for conservation efforts because they
represent areas of genetic diversity for the species. The lack of uniformity in the disjunct
populations and our timed phylogeny indicate ancient vicariance within the alders in the
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NRM (Brunsfeld 2001), however it is unclear if this vicariance is due to alders that have
survived in the NRM since before the uplift of the Cascade Mt. range, or if the alders
were originally extirpated in the NRM and their current distribution was due to an ancient
dispersal event. My data indicates multiple dispersal events into the NRM beginning as
early as 2.6mya. So far red alder is the first temperate species in the disjunct NRM to
have shown more than one dispersal event into the inland ranges (Brunfeld 2001; but see
Ruffley et al. (2018), however as NGS studies of the region become more common, I
believe that more species will be identified to have had multiple dispersal events in the
future.
The advance and retreat of ice sheets occurred in 100ky intervals with melting
and reforming cycles lasting roughly 10ky. Massive cataclysmic flooding occurred with
many of these cycles (McDonald & Busacca 1992; Berger & Busacca 1995; Bjornstad et
al 2001). and the estimated time of these floods match up with the estimated dispersal
times we predicted in our analysis. These cataclysmic events caused flooding on a level
that is difficult to comprehend when compared to contemporary natural phenomenon.
The resulting disturbance could have provided an avenue for red alder to disperse into the
NRM more readily which would explain why there were multiple dispersal events from
both northern and southern genotypes. Red alder seeds are tailor made for dispersal over
long distances and the dispersal could have been aided by animal vectors such as the
goldfinch, of which many migrate along a corridor that follows the ancient floodplains.
The use of flood plains as a dispersal corridor is also supported by the fact that all the
known disjunct red alder populations in the NRM, as well as alders from both the
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northern and southern coastal clusters have been identified in proximity to the ancient
flood plains. As mentioned before, I believe more species will be identified to have had
multiple dispersals into the NRM, however more research is needed to determine if the
multiple dispersal events from the coast into the NRM identified in our study were unique
and made possible by the excellent dispersal ability of alder seeds and status as a pioneer
species, or if it was a common occurrence for other species as well throughout the
Quaternary.
Because polyploidy is common in pioneer species, and polyploids more
frequently occupy recently glaciated areas, polyploids would have likely been more
abundant in these disturbed areas than in the refugia. The pattern of melting and then
reforming of the ice sheets would have been repeated over and over in roughly 100ky
cycles and it is likely that these repeated cycles would have produced enough polyploids
to overcome barriers in reproductive fitness (Levin 1975) that might have otherwise kept
polyploid alders from becoming established. The pattern of polyploid radiation from
refugia that would have occurred during each previous cycle would have repeated itself.
Because red alder likely survived in at least two separate refugia, the subsequent dispersal
of polyploids from these refugia after the LGM likely led to the large mixed cytotype
zone identified in our study. It also seems likely that anthropogenic disturbance seen
throughout red alder’s range has provided new habitat for polyploids to invade which
may also help facilitate the persistence of polyploid red alder populations in their
contemporary distributions.
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In chapter 3 we utilized our high-density SNP profile to look for signatures of
local adaption to environmental variables and selection of specific Frankia strains. The
NRM red alder sites encounter significantly different abiotic conditions than those found
in the coastal range. Because of the difference in these environmental conditions; the four
sub-populations identified in chapter 2–along with our BEAST analysis–identified areas
of genetic diversity and limited gene flow into the NRM providing an excellent system to
look for genetic markers involved in selection. Five SNPs were found to associate with
temperature related environmental variables. Interestingly, only one of these markers was
from red alder somatic DNA, and this SNP yielded no protein hits in BLAST. The rest of
the significant SNPs were from organelles (2 mitochondria, 1 chloroplast), or from an
endophyte of red alder. This suggests that tolerance to environmental stress is more
complicated than just how the host plants genetics can adapt, but rather that organelles
and endophytes are selected to help mediate abiotic stresses in different environments in
conjunction with the host plant genetics. Evidence for mitochondria selection to mediate
temperature stresses has been shown in other plants (see Atkin et al. 2005 for a review),
and evidence indicates that this type of selection is more common in fast-growing pioneer
species (Atkin et al. 2005). Interestingly this can be quantitatively inherited in the plant
lineage (De Santis et al. 1999). Temperature effects mediation isn’t limited to
mitochondria, temperature stress tolerance as it relates to endophytes is well known,
particularly as it pertains to crop plants (see Miliute et al. 2015 for a review). Resultantly,
commercialization of endophytes and their products is integral to the future of crop
improvements (Chitnis et al. 2020).
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One more interesting aspect of the environmental association analysis in this
study is the SNPs associating with non-somatic DNA. This is likely only possible
because of the mock reference genome utilized in GBS-SNP-CROP. If red alder had a
reference genome these associations would likely not have been identified because they
would not have been included in the alignment aspect of the SNP calling. This opens up
potential use of GBS for mitochondrial, chloroplast, or endophyte study in future NGS
studies.
For the second part of chapter 3 we used our high-density SNP profile to look for
signatures of selection to specific Frankia strains to help elucidate the genetics involved
in host-symbiont communication in this ecologically important N-fixing symbiosis. To
accomplish this we developed the novel approach of using Frankia genotype as a red
alder phenotype in a GWAS study. The Frankia in our study exhibited the low diversity
usually seen in the species (Kennedy et al. 2010 ) with one genotype being found in all
sampling locations consisting of nearly 80% of all Frankia we identified. A second
genotype consisted of five red alders with all remaining alders consisting of rare
genotypes only found in a few select locations. Using this information in our GWAS
identified two SNPs that showed significant associations. One of these SNPs was shown
to be a protein that is important in systemic acquired resistance in plants. Systemic
acquired resistance is important in the sequestering of non-target species in legumerhizobia symbioses and offers an intriguing line of inquiry for future studies. The second
SNP associated with a cytochrome p450 family of enzymes that have been identified to
be instrumental in bacteria plant communications in both pathogenic response and
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legume-rhizobia symbioses as well. The potential for this information to be utilized in
future crop improvement strategies has only just began to be understood.
Conclusion
Utilizing our high-density SNP profile, we were able to identify four subpopulations in red alder in the PNW, two on the coast and two in the NRM. The two subpopulation in the NRM are areas of unique genetic diversity in which have been shaped
by range reductions related to the uplift of the Cascades, and vacillations in ice sheets
during the last ~2.5 my. We found evidence of AV and for multiple dispersal events from
the coast into the NRM which may have been aided by massive flooding in time of
dynamic change in the PNW, and biological vectors. Polyploidy was also identified and
found to be common throughout our sampling range. This is likely due to glaciation and
the life history of red alder as pioneer species are frequently polyploid, and polyploidy is
common in previously glaciated areas following the LGM. Polyploidy, multiple
dispersals and possibly increased selfing due to limited population size in the NRM is
likely responsible for the higher-than-expected heterozygosity observed in the NRM
compared to the coast. The disjunct populations in the NRM provide an avenue of
research in population genetics, inland migrations, and potential speciation. We believe
that as NGS sequencing is utilized in more genetic studies on disjunct populations in the
NRM, patterns of multiple dispersals will be identified in other species as well.
For our association studies, initially we expected our associations to be related to
precipitation and humidity, however our results do make sense. Red alder is usually
found within 200 km of the Pacific coast and coastal areas tend to see smaller
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temperature variation than similar latitudes inland. This is due to the high specific heat of
water and it is exactly what we found in the Idaho sites. In Idaho, the number of DD0
were nearly 7 times the average of the rest of the sites, and there were significant
associations on the other extreme dd<18. Idaho sites were the only ones to have a mean
coldest month temperature below 0, had 50 fewer frost-free days. The temperature
difference from the mean warmest and coldest months was also much higher in the Idaho
sites (ave=5x) compared to the rest of the sites, all of which indicate that red alder in
Idaho have to deal with a much higher fluctuation in temperatures, not only daily but
annually as well. We suggest that alder may have survived in the wider cold swings by
selecting for mitochondria that function more efficiently, and endophytes that are able to
help regulate metabolic activities when it faces extreme temperatures. Even if the
advantage is minimal, red alder is shade intolerant and the competition for light is key to
their survival. Even a slight advantage could be the difference between growing taller
than neighboring plants and flourishing or falling behind and getting shaded out. Using
Frankia genotype as a phenotype in our GWAS we identified to candidate marker loci
involved in Frankia selection. Both SNPs yielded protein hits that provide key insights
into the genetics involved in the selection of specific Frankia genotypes in this valuable
N-fixing symbiosis. This information is invaluable for future crop improvement strategies
not only for red alder, but potentially for many more species in the future if the genetics
involved in the symbioses can be further elucidated.
Future direction
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Our research is key first step in understanding the genetics of red alder which
will be useful for crop improvement and selection of individuals better suited for habitat
restoration. Specifically, the NRM populations are a source of genetic variation that does
not exist in the coastal range. The disjunct nature and the existence of ancient vicariance
in the NRM provides a fertile avenue of research on many topics including speciation and
local adaptation. Future research should look at the whole of the range of red alder
including Canada, and into southern California. It would be interesting to see if more
population structuring exists in the coastal populations, and if it could be attributed to
past environmental events as well. Of particular interest would be to look for evidence of
more migration events into the NRM. The ease in which red alder and other plants
dispersed into the NRM at the end of the LGM makes it seem unlikely that the five
dispersal events we identified were the only ones in the last 2.5 my. The pumice plain on
Mt. St. Helens would be an interesting place to look more in depth at polyploidy in red
alder. We did find some evidence that there could be octoploid or higher cytotypes may
exist in this narrow sampling area. It would be interesting to see if this was actually the
case, and to what extent the massive devastation by the eruption had on ploidy levels of
those alders that were first able to recolonize the pumice plain after the eruption. Perhaps
the most interesting find of the entire project was the SNPs that associated with specific
Frankia strains. In the future, a much larger SNP array consisting of thousands of SNPs
from hundreds of red alders throughout the entire range could help identify more SNPs
involved in this symbiosis. The potential gain in understanding the genetics involved in
this process is almost without measure if in the future we were able to engineer crops that
could nodulate with N2 fixing bacteria and fix their own nitrogen. The impact of
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fertilizers on freshwater ecosystems leading to eutrophication is devastating to local
communities. The ability to reduce our reliance on fertilizers would have cascading
effects throughout freshwater ecosystems and may one day help us eliminate the dead
zones that exist of the coasts where our biggest rivers meet the oceans.
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Appendix A. Chapter 2 Supplemental
List of numerical designation for red alder samples.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

t-1
t-2
t-3
t-4
t-5
t-6
t-7
t-8
t-9
t-10
st-1
st-2
st-3
st-4
st-5
st-6
st-7
st-8
st-9
st-10
st-11
st-12
st-13
st-14
st-15
po-1
po-2
de-1
de-3
be-1
be-2
be-3
be-4

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

be-5
be-6
be-7
be-8
be-9
be-10
ho-1
ho-2
ho-3
ho-4
ho-5
ho-6
ho-7
ho-8
rt-1
rt-2
rt-3
rt-4
rt-5
rt-6
rt-7
rt-8
rt-9
rt-10
rt-11
id-1
id-2
id-3
id-4
id-5
id-6
id-7
id-8

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

id-9
id-10
ws-1
ws-2
ws-3
ws-4
ws-5
ws-6
ws-7
ws-8
ws-9
ws-10
ws-11
ws-12
ws-13
ws-14
ws-15
wa-1
wa-2
wa-3
wa-4
wa-5
wa-6
wa-7
wa-9
wa-10
wa-11
wa-12
wa-14
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1-9

10-18

108

19-27

28-36

109

37-45

46-54

110

55-63

64-72

111

73-81

82-90

112

91-95

List and figures of ploidy results from GBS2ploidy on 95 red alder samples from
the Pacific Northwest

Structure output showing sub-populations 5 and 6 fitted in the Idaho sites.
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Appendix B. Chapter 3 Supplemental
Table showing 30 year averages for 20 environmental variables.

Area
Be
De
Ho
Id
Po
Rt
St
Ti
Wa
Ws

MAT
MWMT MCMT
TD
MAP
MSP
10.6
14.9
6.6
8.3
1844
287
11.2
18.9
4.7
14.2
1310
223
10.2
18.5
2.9
15.6
1680
259
7.9
19
-2.6
21.6
855
273
11.9
19.8
4.5
15.3
1207
203
11.8
19.6
5
14.6
1037
140
9.2
17.8
1.4
16.4
2343
344
10.7
16.7
5.4
11.3
2967
434
9.4
17.1
2.4
14.7
1681
313
10
17.2
3.7
13.5
2501
380

Area
Be
De
Ho
Id
Po
Rt
St
Ti
Wa
Ws

DD<18
DD>18
NFFD
FFP
bFFP
eFFP
2783
11
328
252
74
326
2590
172
309
222
93
315
2928
150
287
191
112
303
3772
167
202
130
139
269
2388
241
323
258
69
327
2422
214
313
222
94
316
3254
99
275
193
111
304
2737
66
314
228
95
323
3212
76
277
181
118
299
2964
88
294
197
109
306

Area
Be
De
Ho
Id
Po
Rt
St
Ti
Wa
Ws

AHM
SHM
DD0
EMT
PAS
Eref
11.2
51.8
6
-11.3
23
715
16.2
84.6
21
-14.9
27
899
12
71.5
56
-18.2
76
854
20.9
69.7
320
-29.3
140
872
18.1
97.6
23
-14.1
24
833
21
140.1
17
-14.7
19
963
8.2
51.8
111
-20
176
759
7
38.5
13
-13.3
57
790
11.5
54.6
70
-19.1
82
766
8
45.3
37
-16.5
80
777
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